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Chapter 1. Introduction

The natural beauty of Oahu increases the quality of life for its residents and helps

to attract millions of visitors each year. However, as Honolulu's population grows and

the large-scale agricultural economy is phased out, more and more of the land on Oahu is

urbanized, a future that almost certainly will never be reversed. In 1950 about 500,000

people made Oahu their home. Today over 876,000 residents live on Oahu, a 57%

increase (DBEDT, 2000). With a projected population of 1.03 million residents living on

Oahu by 2025 (DBEDT, 2000), it is important to understand the consequences that

growth will have on our communities. While the trend of increased urban growth in the

future seems inevitable, studying the progression of urbanization can provide insight into

strategies to help ameliorate some of the associated negative consequences.

Unplanned urban growth can pose many problems on a regional scale, including

urban sprawl, traffic congestion, habitat fragmentation, and water resource

mismanagement or depletion. Oahu currently faces these problems. A survey of Oahu's

landscape over the past ten years reveals that the number of housing units has increased

12%, from 286,000 to 316,000 (Hawaii State Data Center, 2001), leading to 26% of

Oahu's land area being classified as urban use (DBEDT, 2000). New housing

developments have been erected or proposed at Kapolei, Waikele, Pupukea, Makakilo,

Ko Olina, Ewa Beach, Waipio, Mililani, Kailua, and Hawaii Kai. On Oahu, where

developable land is limited by the island's physical geography, unchecked urban

expansion could prove devastating not only to residents' quality of life, but to Oahu's

natural ecosystems as well. Urban models are one tool used by geographers and urban

planners to better understand and prepare for such expected certainties.
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Cellular automata models are differentiated from other modeling techniques in

that they seek to model micro-interactions that will form macro patterns rather than being

primarily concerned with fitting a model to the observed macro patterns. Cellular

automata models provide one tool used to identify possible complex temporal spatial

patterns arising from human/environment interactions, such as future urban growth, and

are lauded for their ability to model complex macro systems or distributions through

simple rules at a micro level (Coudelis, 1985). This type of model operates from a

premise that "processes operating locally could generate patterns which manifested order

at much large scales" (Batty and Xie, 1994). In the context of cellular automata models

for urbanization, this implies the underpinning premise that "urban area development

attracts further development" (Makse et aI., 1995, p. 608).

A cellular automata model has been implemented to aid in the understanding of

future implications and patterns of urban growth by studying historical growth patterns.

Keith Clarke, from the University of California at Santa Barbara, in cooperation with the

United States Geological Survey, has authored a cellular automata model in the C

programming language that will compile and run on a Unix shell. Originally named the

Clarke Urban Growth Model, the model is now referred to as SLEUTH, an acronym that

represents the types of input data the model requires: slope, land cover, excluded areas,

urbanization, transportation, and hillshade. SLEUTH predicts possible future areas of

urban growth based on historic patterns of urbanized areas and road networks.

This thesis examines SLEUTH as an urban modeling tool using the island of

Oahu as a specific example and seeks to answer the following questions:

1. How accurately does SLEUTH predict urban growth on Oahu?
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2. How does this accuracy change for select geographic sub-areas that are

calibrated and modeled independently from the whole island?

3. What urbanization pattern does the model predict on Oahu in the year 2025?

Oahu offers a unique application for studying this model. SLEUTH is scale

independent and suitable for both regional and global inquiries. Published research using

SLEUTH to model land use change have focused on San Francisco (Clarke et al. 1994),

Washington D.C.lBaltimore (Clarke and Gaydos, 1998; Jantz et al. 2004), Lisbon and

Porto, Portugal (Silva and Clarke 2001), and Atlanta (Yang and Lo, 2003). While each

of these studies sought to explore urban growth at a regional level or with a different type

of urban geometry, none sought to experiment with it on an area where both urban

geography and topography interface with such wide variations as are found on Oahu.

Implementing SLEUTH for Oahu offers a regional environment to explore the model's

versatility to work in an area with varied and discrete urban areas which developed at

different temporal scales, coupled with a diverse topography, to provide insight to the

applicability of the model for other similar regions.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

Cellular Automata Models

Cellular automata (CA) were rudimentarily developed in the late 1940s by

mathematician Stan Ulam as an experiment into the evolution of "graphic constructions"

spawned by simple rules (Rennard, 2000) and later used in the mid 1960s by

mathematician John von Neumann as the basis for a formal model of self-reproducing

biological systems (Sarkar, 2000; Toffoli and Margolus, 1987). This modeling

methodology was originally referred to as "cellular spaces" by Ulam and von Neumann

and has been reintroduced since its inception under a variety of different names,

including "tessellation automata," "homogeneous structures," "cellular structures,"

"tessellation structures," and "iterative arrays" (Wolfram 1983). Cellular automata were

introduced to the broader public by John Conway's game "Life," highlighted in Scientific

American by Gardner (1970), which served to initiate a grassroots following of the game.

Later many CA computer programs were developed along similar premises.

Since Wolfram (1983, 1984) popularized the axiom that cellular automata can

produce very complex patterns of behavior from a very simple set of rules, research into

these simple machines has grown swiftly in a wide variety of disciplines. In the past

decades, cellular automata have contributed to research in mathematics, physics, biology,

computer science, statistical mechanics, artificial life, artificial intelligence, catastrophe

theory, chaos theory, complexity theory, cybernetics, dynamical systems theory,

evolution theory, fractal geometry, general systems theory, nanotechnology, nonlinear

dynamics, self-organization, graphics generation (Wolfram 2002), as well as urban

planning and geography (Batty and Xie, 1994; Clarke and Gaydos, 1998; Couclelis 1985,
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1997; Deadman et. Al., 1993; White and Engelen, 1993). More recently, Wolfram

(2002) grandly claims in his book A New Kind ofScience that cellular automata will

provide science with a revolutionary new way to approach and model everything in our

universe. He believes that this new approach will lead to a paradigm shift and major

advances in developing scientific theories, and therefore change our epistemological view

of the universe.

Wolfram's (1983) benchmark definition ofa cellular automata model is:

Cellular automata are mathematical idealizations ofphysical systems in which space and
time are discrete, and physical quantities take on a finite set of discrete values. A cellular
automaton consists ofa regular uniform lattice (or 'array'), usually infmite in extent, with
a discrete variable at each site ('cell'). The state of a cellular automaton is completely
specified by the values of the variables at each site. A cellular automaton evolves in
discrete time steps, with the value of the variable at one site being affected by the values
of variables at sites in its 'neighborhood' on the previous time step. The neighborhood of
a site is typically taken to be the site itself and all immediately adjacent sites. The
variables at each site are updated simultaneously ('synchronously'), based on the values
of the variables in their neighborhood at the preceding time step, and according to a
definite set of 'local rules' (p. 604).

Although cellular automata have had far-reaching and diverse research

implications, the models used in all of this research are both similar and simple. Each

cellular automata model or machine, as they are called, is comprised of five fundamental

properties:

1. A regular, discrete lattice of cells.

2. The evolution takes place in discrete steps of time.

3. Each cell is characterized by a state taken from a finite set of states.

4. Each cell evolves according to the same rule, which depends only on the

state of the cell and a finite number of neighboring cells.

5. The neighborhood relation is local and uniform (Weimar, 1996).
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In SLEUTH these five fundamental properties correspond to:

1. Raster lattices stored as GIF images

2. Growth cycles that each represent one year

3. A binary urban/non-urban classification

4. Four growth rules

5. The eight nearest neighboring cells.

Others (Rucker and Walker, 1997) have described these properties less

definitively as parallelism, locality, and homogeneity. Parallelism indicates that each cell

transition is done at the same time yet is individually exclusive from other cells. Locality

refers to cell transition rules being based exclusively on the previous state of a cell and its

defined neighborhood. Finally, homogeneity means that each cell in the lattice follows

the same set of rules.

Each of the five properties of cellular automata (Weimar, 1996) listed above can

be implemented in any number of ways, hence their broad and diverse application in

scientific research. For instance, the cell space is commonly constructed as a square, but

could be constructed as any polygon with more or less than four sides. Cellular automata

are typically developed over one or two-dimensional lattices to model surface processes,

but three-dimensional automaton can be used to model volumetric processes, like galaxy

clusters in our universe (Maddox, 1987). The amount of time between iterations of the

transition rules is also variable, from nanoseconds to centuries. The simplest cellular

automata have only two cell states, but the model can accommodate any finite number of
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states or multivariate states, which naturally increases their complexity. The cell

neighborhood of a regular square lattice is typically defined as either the von Neumann

neighborhood (the four adjacent, non-diagonal cells) or the Moore neighborhood (the

eight surrounding cells) (Toffoli and Margolus, 1987). However, variants of these

neighborhood types can use an inverse weighted distance function to increase the locality

of the area affecting the cell, or vary the type ofneighborhood depending on the location

ofa cell (Deadman et aI., 1993).

Inherent in the structure of the cellular automata is that the state of a locally

defined neighborhood determines the future state of a cell. This association of locality

allows cellular automata to model systems that derive their macro structure from micro

scale processes, relationships, or behaviors.

Cellular Automata Models in Geography

Cellular automata have been used by scientists for decades to aid in the

understanding of complex and dynamic systems, and have provided geographers and

urban planners with a distinctive tool to model urban phenomenon. 0' Sullivan and

Torrens (2001, p.1) point out, "CA models have been used to study land use dynamics,

regional scale urbanization and polycentricity, urban socio-spatial segregation,

development, location analysis, urbanism, and urban growth and sprawl." A paradigm

shift in planning theory encouraged the exploration of CA to model urban processes, but

these early models were seen more as metaphors for urban complexity, helpful in

advancing theory rather than models suitable to predict the shape of urban diffusion

(Couc1elis, 1985). Advances in computing and the coupling of cellular automata with
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GIS-based spatial and temporal databases have allowed for the creation and

implementation of more complex cellular automata models that can generate plausible

future urbanization patterns (Clarke and Gaydos, 1998). As is the essence with cellular

automata, these models are still relatively simplistic, but they are able to mimic the fractal

and complex nature of urban forms.

Cellular automata models of urbanization are built upon the premise that "urban

area development attracts further development" (Makse et aI., 1995, p. 608), and hold

that this micro-scale relationship is a significant factor in the overall macro-scale form of

the development. The growth ofcities has been shown to develop spatially in this

fashion (Batty and Longley, 1994). This premise is simplistic and ignores any global

effect on the system's development (O'Sullivan and Torrens, 2001); it ignores many

factors that determine where development will happen, including zoning classifications,

slope of the land, economic activity, population growth and transportation networks, to

name a few. Therefore, for cellular automata urban models to be realistic and usable in

policy formation or analysis, they must also incorporate other external deterministic

criteria, adding to their complexity. This can either be assumed through initial inputs to

the model or introduced during the model execution. SLEUTH uses known historical

growth patterns, transportation networks, slope and protected areas.

The theoretical foundations for using CA as the basis for modeling urban

processes began in the 1960s with a paradigm shift away from rational planning theory

and its structured and equilibrium-seeking view of cities, toward the idea that cities are

complex, evolving systems and should be viewed in light of the progress being made in

chaos theory, organized complexity, the life sciences, and fractal geometry (Batty and
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Longley, 1994; Itami, 1988). Jacobs pointed out that the methods of understanding

biological systems and urban systems are similar in that "both depend upon the

microscopic or detailed view, so to speak, rather than the less detailed, naked-eyed view

suitable for viewing problems of simplicity or the telescopic view suitable for viewing

problems of organized complexity," (Jacobs, 1961, p. 439). In addition, the School of

Architecture at the University of Cambridge was developing "an approach to built-form

studies which in many respects mirrored these emerging concerns in the life sciences and

in computation" (Batty and Xie, 1994, p. s32). Cellular automata were a logical way to

explore the ideas emerging from geography, planning, and architecture on natural

geometry in the urban environment (March and Steadman, 1971) and urban growth

studies for two simple reasons. First, they are fundamentally spatial systems based on a

geometric grid. Secondly, CA can generate very complex structures from a set of very

simple rules. In addition, much like cities, CA behavior is self-organized, complex, and

evolving (White and Engelen, 1993).

The literature on cellular automata modeling is vast, touching disciplines ranging

from cosmology to landscape architecture. The literature threads that deal specifically

with cellular automata modeling of geographic processes, and primarily those concerned

with urban processes, will be reviewed and explored here. Despite their spatial nature,

surprisingly very little (Tobler, 1979; Couclelis, 1985) was written about cellular

automata in geographic circles until around 1990, when the first attempts to simulate

urban forms or urban decision processes with cellular automata were published (Itami,

1988; White and Engelen, 1993; Deadman et. aI, 1993; Batty and Xie, 1994). In fact, a

review of "operational" urban models by Wegener (1994) did not include any cellular
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automata models. His criteria for "operational" were that a model must have been

"implemented, calibrated, and used for policy analysis for at least one metropolitan area,"

(p. 18).

Torsten Hagerstrand's work, A Monte Carlo Approach to Diffusion (1965), is

often credited as the first application of a cellular model invoked for the understanding of

a human process, in this case the diffusion of technology via human relationship

networks. While not exhibiting all the properties that currently define a cellular automata

model, his model did include a two-dimensional cellular lattice, a neighborhood effect,

and rules or postulates that governed the model. Although "geographers would be

inclined to look for physical or economic background factors" (p. 66), the rules

governing his model were able to show that spatial arrangement was an important factor

in governing the diffusion of technology.

Tobler (1979) further contributed to the development of what he termed "cellular

geography" by describing five different generalizations of possible cellular models,

mainly as a pedagogical argument. The independent model characterizes a cell state as

completely random. The dependent model characterizes the current cell state as a

function of its previous cell state. The historical model characterizes the current cell state

as a function of multiple previous cell states. The multivariate model characterizes the

current cell state as a function of multiple other variables of the cell. The geographical

model characterizes the current cell state as a function of the cell states at other locations.

He focused on the geographic model and its neighborhood influencing structure to show

the broad potential it has for describing geographic phenomenon, noting that such a

neighborhood "defines the geographical domain of influence," (p. 382). He writes, "This
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model contrasts very nicely with reality; for example, an urban resident may have a

geographical contact field which differs in size and shape from that of a rural resident, or

of a suburbanite. Thus it is possible to let the size, shape, or orientation of the

neighborhood be a function of the location of the cell, i.e., p,q = F(i,j), in either a simple

or a complicated fashion." (p. 382). While this explanation differs from the current

definition of cellular automata, he makes a compelling case for the influence of

neighboring areas on the state of a locality.

Tobler notes that ofthe five models he illustrates, they "are all simple abstractions

from nature. Combining them would be realistic but complicated" (p. 381). The cellular

automata models developed to imitate urban processes all incorporate at least one other

of the models with the geographic model, and often employ multiple layered geographic

models, made possible and less complicated no doubt by advances in computing.

Couclelis offered that simple cellular models, as proposed by Tobler (1979), were

full of constraints that made them unsuitable models for real world geographic

applications. She cautioned that "quantitative 'predictions' could be obtained from the

implementation of such a model and may be useful for demonstration and educational

purposes, but it is fair to say that the real strength of this framework lies in its value as a

creative metaphor" (Couclelis, 1989, p. 153). While concurring that cellular models can

theoretically "demonstrate with powerful immediacy the generally unpredictable dynamic

relationship between local events and global structure" (Couclelis, 1985, p. 586), she

notes that "simple cellular spaces are severely restricted" (p. 587) by the very

conventions that give them their simplicity. First, the use of an infinite plane (necessary

for transition rules to be uniformly applied across space) is unrealistic for modeling a
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finite geographic space. Secondly, the necessity of uniformly shaped cells and

neighborhoods disallows for the acceptance of the irregular zones, boundaries, or

neighborhoods that appear in the real world. Because of the need to circumvent these

limitations, cellular automata designed to explore urban phenomena departed from the

simple cellular automata as described by von Nuemann, Ulam, Conway, and Wolfram,

and developed into more complex models. This led to a "resulting loss in generality of

insights, but a gain in the direct applicability ofthe models to real systems" (O'Sullivan

and Torrens, 2002, p. 8).

Urban Cellular Automata Models

The first functioning urban CA models began to appear in the late 1980s. Since

then a number of different models have been created and tested to validate this approach

to urban systems modeling. Many are coupled with a GIS to facilitate data creation and

analysis. A brief synopsis of this research follows.

Itami (1988) developed a CA using Tomlin's Map Analysis Package to model

residential site selection behavior. White and Engelen (1993) programmed a CA to show

that a simple modeling structure, such as a CA, could replicate the generic patterns of

evolutionary land use observed in 40 different American cities. Deadman et al (1993)

used a CA to predict the patterns of rural residential development in Puslinch Township,

Ontario. Batty and Xie (1994) modeled the historic growth of Cardiff, Wales, and

Savannah, Georgia, and used their findings to show how such a modeling structure could

be used on other mid-sized American cities. Batty's continued interest in urban CA

theory led to experiments with urban CA model design by "varying the weights or
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parameters of the feedback, interaction, and innovation effects" (Batty, 1998, p. 1943) to

understand their effects on growth rates and locational changes. His research emphasis

has been on a theoretical level to understand the dynamics of urban growth, to model

structures, and to realistically represent them rather than on building a functioning CA to

replicate or predict a certain urban area.

As urban CA models have evolved, they have incorporated more real world inputs

in a successful attempt to produce more reliable results. However, this has increased

their complexity and has caused CA urban models to diverge from the initial

attractiveness of being a simple modeling environment. Referring back to Tobler's

(1979) initial idea of a cell based geographic model, CA urban models now use multiple

layers of input data to drive their calculations. These layers might include such things as

land use classifications, topography, and political zones such as land zoning, economic

activity zones, or management areas.

Other Urban Models

A plethora of urban models have been developed that do not rely on cellular

automata for either theory or model design. Wegener's (1994) survey of institutions

researching urban modeling lists 12 operational urban models. He describes each model

in terms of the type of subsystem(s) they model (employment, population, housing, land

use, travel, networks, goods transport), they modeling theory they rely on (random utility,

locational surplus, location rule, general equilibrium, bid-rent, input-output, network

equilibrium) and the area for policy implications (land-use regulation, transportation

improvement, environmental policy, public facilities, housing programs, travel-cost
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changes). Notably, none of the operational models he reviewed in 1994 are based on

cellular automata theory or design, perhaps because at this time a CA approach to urban

modeling was just beginning. His review highlights the fact that there are many different

approaches to developing functional urban models.
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Chapter 3. The SLEUTH Urban Growth Model

History

In 1994 (Kirtland et aI.) developed an urban CA model as part of the USGS

Global Change Research Program that focused on the urbanization of the San Francisco

Bay area. This CA was later used in 1997 as a subcomponent of a larger study analyzing

the impact of urban growth on San Francisco Bay's regional climate (Clarke et aI., 1997).

The authors further tested their CA model (Clarke and Gaydos, 1998), known as the

Clarke Urban Growth Model (UGM) and the precursor to the SLEUTH UGM, by

comparing calibration strategies and results between the San Francisco and Washington

D.C.lBaltimore regions. More recently, SLEUTH has been implemented in over 20

American cities and eight other countries, including Egypt, Thailand, Portugal, Mexico,

The Netherlands, Brazil, Australia, and Cameroon (Project Gigalopolis, 2005).

Modes of Operation

SLEUTH operates in three modes: test, calibrate, and predict. Each of the modes

uses the same simulation routine, but they create different statistical and visual output

data depending on the mode. For all modes, a scenario file allows the user to prime the

model with the data input/output paths, model variables such as operational settings

(number of Monte Carlo iterations, number of memory grids, etc.) and statistical and

visual output requirements, and set the growth coefficient values (an example of the

scenario file is shown in Appendix A). The mode SLEUTH will use during a simulation

is determined at the point of execution using either the Test, Calibrate, or Predict

command. Test mode is used to create historical simulated data (statistical and visual)
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for one set of growth coefficients and to test the model to ensure that it is running

properly. Calibrate mode is used to develop a set of refined growth coefficient values for

an area. Predict mode uses a set of growth coefficients to simulate growth for a given

number of growth cycles, presumably into the future.

Data Requirements

Each simulation routine begins with a set of initial conditions that prime the

model by defining the temporal and geographic extents. The initial conditions include

five growth coefficient values or ranges of values if calibrating (the coefficients are

dispersion, breed, spread, slope and road gravity), images of at least four historical urban

extents, images of at least two historical road networks, and single images showing

excluded areas, a slope map, and a hillshade for the area under consideration. Input

images need to be in the GIF format. A seed value to initialize the random number

generator is also required. The data values and paths to the input images are stored in the

scenario file for each simulation.

Model Operation

The growth cycle is the core unit of the simulation and represents one year of

urban growth. During a growth cycle, SLEUTH follows four different growth rules: (1)

spontaneous growth, (2) new spreading center growth, (3) edge growth, and (4) road

influenced growth. They are applied to the model space in that order. Candau et al.

(2000) explain how the growth rules check for pixel suitability and use the growth

coefficients to drive modeled growth:
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Spontaneous Growth defines the occurrence of random urbanization of land. In the cellular
automaton framework this means that any non-urbanized cell on the lattice has a certain (small)
probability of becoming urbanized in any time step. Thus, whether a given cell U(i,j,t) at
coordinate (i,j) at time t will be urbanized at time t+1 can be expressed by

U(i,j, t+1) = jj[ dispersion_coefficient, slope_coefficient, U(Lj, t), random J,

where the parameter dispersion_coefficient determines the (small) spontaneous, global
urbanization probability, and the slope_coefficient parameter determines the weighted probability
of the local slope. The stochasticity ofthe process is indicated by random. Ifthe cell is already
urbanized or excluded from urbanization, it will not change, and therefore the ability to transition
also depends on the cell's own current value.

The next urban growth step is defmed though the dynamics of New Spreading Centers. As the
name indicates, this step determines whether any of the new, spontaneously urbanized cells will
become new urban spreading centers. The global parameter, breed_coeffiCient, defmes the
probability for each new urbanized cell U(i,j,t+ 1) to become a new spreading center U'(i,j,t+ 1),
given two neighboring cells also are available for urbanization.

U'(i,j,t+1) =h[ breed_coefficient, U(i,j,t+ 1), U(k,l), random J,

where (k,l) are nearest neighbors to (i,j). If the cell is allowed to become a spreading center, two
additional cells adjacent to the new spreading center cell also have to be urbanized. Thus an urban
spreading center is defined as a location with three or more adjacent urbanized cells. The
actualization of this step is dependent upon the slope_coefficient-weighted topography and the
availability of neighborhood cells to make the transition.

Edge-growth dynamics defme the part of the growth that stems from existing spreading centers.
This growth propagates both the new centers generated in step ii in this time step, time (t+ 1), and
the more established centers from earlier times. Thus, if a non-urban cell has at least three
urbanized neighboring cells, it has a certain global probability to also become urbanized defined
by the spread_coefficient, given it is possible to build on the cell (slope_coefficient). Thus this
edge growth can be expressed by

U(i,j,t+1) = jj[ spread_coefficient, slope_coefficient, U(i,j,tj, U(k,l), random J,

where (k,l) belongs to the nearest neighborhood of (i,j).

The final growth step, road-influenced growth is determined by the existing transportation
infrastructure as well as the most recent urbanization done under steps ii and iii. With a
probability defined by breed_coefficient, newly urbanized cells (at time t+1) are selected, and the
existence of a road is sought in their neighborhoods. If a road is found within a given maximal
radius (determined by roadyavity_coefficient) of the selected cell, a temporary urban cell is
placed at the point on the road that is closest to the selected cell. Next, this temporary urban cell
conducts a random walk along the road (or roads connected to the original road) where the number
of steps is determined by the parameter dispersion_coefficient. The final location of this
temporary urbanized cell is then considered as a new urban spreading nucleus. If a neighboring
cell to the temporary urbanized cell (on the road) is available for urbanization, it will happen
(randomly picked among possible candidates). If two adjacent cells to this newly urbanized cell
are also available for urbanization it will happen (randomly picked among candidates). Thus the
creation of the temporary urbanized cell on the road is defined by
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U'(k,l,t+ 1) = fu[U(i,j,t+ 1), roadJtravityJoefficient, R(m,n), random J,

where i,j,k,l,m, and n are cell coordinates, and R(m,n) defines a road cell. The random walk on the
road may be expressed by

U"(i,j,t+ 1) = fl2[U'(k,l,t+ 1), dispersion_coefficient, R(m,n), random J,

where (i,j) are road cells neighboring (k,l). Ifwe define the location of the temporary urbanized
cell at the end ofthe random walk by (p,q), the new adjacent urban spreading center will be
defined by

U"'(i,j,t+1) = fl3[U"(P,q,t+1), R(m,n), slope_coefficient, random},

and two additional adjacent urbanized cells may be added using

U""(k,l,t+1) =144[U"(P,q,t+1), U"'(i,j,t+1), R(m,n), slope_coefficient, random},

where (i,j) and (k,l) belong to the nearest neighborhood of (p,q), (Candau, 2000).

At the conclusion of a growth cycle, SLEUTH checks the urban growth rate for

the newly urbanized pixels and self-modifies the coefficient values to better simulate real

world boom or bust conditions. SLEUTH's self-modification behavior is tied to two

variables in the scenario file: critical_high and criticaClow. Ifthe measured growth rate

exceeds the criticial_high value, then the model uses the BOOM variable (defined in the

scenario file) as a multiplier to increase the dispersion, breed, and spread coefficients.

Likewise, if the growth rate falls below the criticiaClow value, then the model uses the

BUST variable as a multiplier to decrease the three coefficients. This second tier of

growth rules allows for the rapid expansion or deflation as is seen in other systems;

without it the model only produces linear or exponential growth, (Project Giglopolis

2005). Therefore coefficient values have the opportunity to increase or decrease with

each growth cycle.
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The simulation is completed when all the growth cycles have been run for a given

simulation period. A simulation is normally run n Monte Carlo iterations and the results

averaged to reduce the stochastic nature of the simulation.

Model Calibration

Calibrating SLEUTH can be thought of as trying to find the point in the five

dimensional coefficient variable space that will best model an area's future urban growth.

The five growth coefficients are obtained through a three-phase calibration process that

tailors the model to specific geographical and temporal conditions. These conditions are

reflected in the four historic input images of urban extents and road networks, the slope

map, and a layer of excluded areas that forbid urbanization (water bodies, golf courses,

runways, etc.) The calibration process seeks to find the set of coefficient values that

allow the model to best represent the known urban growth that is contained in the input

images.

The three phases of the calibration process, referred to as coarse, fine, and final,

are designed to narrow the coefficient values from a beginning range of 1 to 100 to a

single best-fit integer to be used during a prediction simulation. During each phase, the

resolution of the input images are doubled and the number of Monte Carlo iterations is

increased. At the end of each calibration phase, a number of linear regression scores are

recorded and used to evaluate which set of coefficient values were best able to recreate

the historical urban growth. This allows for the next phase of calibration to focus on a

reduced range of coefficient values. The calibration concludes when a set of integer

values has been identified, one for each growth coefficient.
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A detailed example of SLEUTH's calibration for Oahu is described below to

highlight the logic of the model and the required steps. The coarse calibration phase

begins with the growth coefficients set to their maximum range with fairly large steps.

The following table shows the beginning values of SLEUTH for the coarse phase using

the Oahu dataset created for this study.

Table 1. Example of Oahu's beginning coefficient values.

Coefficient Start Value End Value Step Value

Diffusion 0 100 25

Breed 0 100 25

Spread 0 100 25

Slope 0 100 25

Road Gravity 0 100 25

For example, SLEUTH begins the simulation at the start date and uses the

coefficient values 0,0,0,0,0 to run the model to the stop date. This simulation is run

four Monte Carlo iterations. SLEUTH then increases one of the coefficient values by its

step value (for example 0, 0, 0, 0, 25) and runs the simulation again. SLEUTH repeats

increasing the coefficient values by their step value until all the possible combinations of

coefficient values have been run in a simulation. At this time the calibration is complete.

During each simulation of the calibration, SLEUTH records different metrics that

it uses to evaluate the performance of a specific set of coefficient values. This is

described on the Project Gigalopolis website:

When a cycle completes that has a matching date from the urban input layers, a gif image
of simulated data is produced and several metrics of urban form are measured and stored
in memory. When the required number of Monte Carlo simulations has been completed
the measurements for each metric are averaged over the number of Monte Carlo
iterations (see avg.log). These averaged values are then compared to the input urban data,
and Pearson regression scores are calculated for that run. These scores are written to the
control_stats.log file and used to assess coefficient set performance, (ProjectGigalopolis,
http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/projects/gig/v2/AboutlbkStrCalibration.htm. 2005.)
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During a simulation each growth cycle that matches the date of one of the urban

input layers has the following metrics calculated and saved to the avg.log file:

run: a run consists of a single set of coefficient values and is executed
MONTE_CARLO_ITERAnONS number of times from start to stop year

year: the representative date for a growth cycle

index: control year number

sng: the number of new urban pixels generated from spontaneous growth

sdg: the number of new urban pixels generated from new spreading center growth

sdc: relic data type no longer used

og: the number ofnew urban pixels generated from edge growth

rt: the number of new urban pixels generated from road influenced growth

pop: the total number of urban pixels

area: the total number of urban pixels (same as pop)

edges: the total number of urban/non-urban pixel edges

clusters: the total number of urban clusters

xmean: the average urban pixel column value

ymean: the average urban pixel column value

rad: the radius of the circle which encloses the urban area: (pow ((area / pi), 0.5))

slope: average slope of urbanized cells

cl_size: average urban cluster size

diffus: diffusion coeffient value

spread: spread_coeffient value

breed: breed coefficient value

sipJes: slope_coefficient value

%urban: Percent ofthe number of urban pixels divided by the total number of pixels in the study
area (nrows*ncols) minus the number of pixels that are completely excluded from urban growth:
(100.0 * urbancount) / (totalyixels - (noncount+road pixels))
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%road: Percent of the number of road pixels divided by the total number of pixels in the study
area (nrows*ncols) minus the number of pixels that are completely excluded from urban growth:
(100.0 * roadcount) / (totatpixels - noncount)

grwJate: Percent of the new urban pixels in one year divided by the total number of urban pixels:
(100 * num_growth--pix / pop)

leesalee: a shape index, a measurement of spatial fit between the model's growth and the known
urban extent for the control years. In predict mode this value will always be zero (0)

grw_pix: total number of new urban pixels

(Project Gigalopolis, http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/projects/gig/v2/About/dtDtAvgDefine.htm..
2005)

After the calibration is completed, the metric values stored in the avg.log file are

used in conjunction with the inputted urban layers to calculate a set of regression scores

for each possible combination of coefficient values. These are written to a file called the

control stats.log and used to evaluate the effectiveness of each coefficient value set in

modeling the known urban growth. Regression scores reported in the control_stats.log

file include:

Product: All other scores multiplied together.

Pop: Least squares regression score for modeled urbanization compared to actual urbanization for
the control years.

Edges: Least squares regression score for modeled urban edge count compared to actual urban
edge count for the control years.

Clusters: Least squares regression score for modeled urban clustering compared to known urban
clustering for the control years.

Cluster_size: Least squares regression score for modeled average urban cluster size compared to
known average urban cluster size for the control years.

Lee Sallee: A shape index, a measurement of spatial fit between the model's growth and the
known urban extent for the control years.

Slope: Least squares regression of average slope for modeled urbanized cells compared to average
slope of known urban cells for the control years.

%urban: Least squares regression of percent of available pixels urbanized compared to the
urbanized pixels for the control years.
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Xmean: Least squares regression of average x_values for modeled urbanized cells compared to
average x_values of known urban cells for the control years.

Ymean: Least squares regression of average y_values for modeled urbanized cells compared to
average y_values of known urban cells for the control years.

Rad: Least squares regression of average radius of the circle which encloses the urban pixels

(Project Gigalopolis, http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/projects/gig/v2/About!dtDtControlDefine.htm.
October 2005)

These regression scores are used to narrow the range of possible values for each

coefficient for the next phase of calibration. Each metric can be sorted to find the

coefficient value set that returned the highest regression score for that metric. Research

on which metric or combination of metrics are best to sort during calibration is on going.

Silva and Clarke (2002) had success using the Product metric. Clarke and Gaydos (1998)

used a composite score multiplied by the Lee Sallee metric. Yang and Lo (2003)

summed all the scores instead of multiplying them (Product metric.) Jantz et al. (2004)

used only the Compare metric. In short, there is no one right way to sort the

control_stats.log's regression scores.

This study followed the method outlined by Silva and Clarke (2002) for two

reasons. First, it was the most recent paper published that showed how SLEUTH could

successfully model regional urbanization at the time this study commenced. Secondly, it

was coauthored by one of SLEUTH's principle architects and would therefore hopefully

incorporate Clarke's latest insight into the calibration process.

Sorting on one of the metrics (in this case finding the highest least square

regression scores for the Product metric) and then selecting the three highest values for

each coefficient provides a narrowed range of possible coefficient values for the next

phase of the calibration. The fine and final calibration phases are implemented in the
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same way as the coarse phase using the narrowed down range of coefficient values, but

with successively finer ground resolutions, successively more Monte Carlo iterations, and

successively smaller steps through the parameter ranges.

Using the Product metric from the coarse phase control_stats.log, the fine phase

of calibration might be executed with this narrowed down set of coefficient values and

steps, and with 8 Monte Carlo iterations.

Table 2. Example of Oahu's fine phase coefficient values.

Coefficient Start Value End Value Step Value

Diffusion 75 100 5
Breed 75 100 5
Spread 75 100 5
Slope 0 50 5

Road Gravity 0 50 5

This method is applied once more during the final phase of calibration. Following

with the above example of the Oahu data, the final calibration would be seeded with these

values.

Table 3. Example of Oahu's final phase coefficient values.

Coefficient Start Value End Value Step Value

Diffusion 75 85 2

Breed 75 85 2

Spread 75 90 3
Slope 40 50 2

Road Gravity 30 40 2

The results of the final calibration provide the single best value for each

coefficient to model the historic growth of the given geographical area for the given time

period. The coefficient values created by the final calibration phase are not derived from

the three highest scores for the Product metric. Instead, only the coefficient values of the
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highest ranking regression score for the Product metric are used. In the case of the Oahu

dataset these values are: dispersion = 79, breed = 85, spread = 75, slope = 40, and road

gravity = 40. These final coefficient values represent the best seed values to use to model

the urban growth from the first time period of the initial urbanization extents to the last

time period during the calibration. However, because the model uses a self-modification

behavior to alter the coefficient values during the model's execution, the coefficient

values at the end of the final phase will differ from those best used to seed the model to

replicate the given urbanization (i.e. the values gathered from sorting the

controlstats.log). The values that ended the calibration are desired to run a prediction,

simply because they capture the behavior of the urbanization happening at the end of the

calibration. This requires one more step in the calibration process: deriving the

forecasting coefficient values.

To derive the forecasting coefficients, the coefficient values from the final

calibration phase are rerun with a range of zero and a step of one, as the table below

illustrates.

Table 4. Example of Oahu's forecasting phase coefficient values.

Coefficient Start Value End Value Step Value

Dispersion 79 79 1

Breed 85 85 1

Spread 75 75 1

Slope 40 40 1

Road Gravity 40 40 1

Due to the variability of the model, produced by the growth rules being

implemented by a random number, it is necessary to run the forecasting phase at least 100

Monte Carlo iterations to reduce its stochasticity. The results, written to the avg.log, will
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show the average coefficient values used by SLEUTH at each of the control years. The

values from the last control year, rounded up to the nearest integer, create the coefficient

values used to seed SLEUTH for the prediction mode. These coefficient values best sum

up the urbanization behavior at the end of the calibration phase. It should be noted that

the values from the final calibration phase and the values produced during the forecasting

phase could be quite different numerically. For the Oahu dataset, the coefficient values

returned from the forecasting phase are: Dispersion=46, Breed=46, Spread=44, Slope=83,

and Road Gravity=51.

Once the three phase calibration process has produced forecasting values for each

of the five coefficients, the model is ready to be run in Predict mode, assuming that the

prediction will begin at the same year in which the calibration ended. The Predict mode

uses the same growth cycle as Calibration mode, but instead uses only one set of input

layers to initialize the model (this being the last year used in the calibration). SLEUTH

will execute the prediction growth cycles for as many years as is required by the

controlling Scenario file.

Each phase of calibration requires successively more time and computer memory.

To determine the number of runs SLEUTH will execute during the coarse calibration, one

must multiply the number of steps for each coefficient, whereas in the above example: 5

x 5 x 5 x 5 x 5 or 55 = 3,125 simulations. Therefore, SLEUTH will try 3,125 different

combinations of coefficient values during the coarse phase of calibration. However,

because it runs four Monte Carlo iterations (mci) for each simulation, the actual number

of runs that are executed for the above example would equal 3,125 x 4 = 12,500. That

compares to the 62,208 (65x 8 mci) runs for the fine calibration and 77,760 (65x 10 mci)
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runs for the final calibration. Then one needs to add in the doubled image resolution at

each phase of calibration and it is clear that resources needed to complete a calibration

expand exponentially with each phase.

This three-phase calibration process uses reasonable statistical measures of urban

form to identify the coefficient values that allow the model to best replicate known urban

growth. After SLEUTH calculates coefficients describing how urbanization progressed

in the past, it can use the same coefficient values to predict what might happen in the

future.
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Chapter 4. Methodology

Overview

The methodology for implementing SLEUTH for Oahu has five parts: model

installation and testing; spatial database creation; model calibration to define the

coefficient values; a series of predictive growth trials to model urbanization from 1983 to

1999; and finally, analyzing the predicted growth against known urban growth to

determine the model's accuracy. After determining the accuracy of SLEUTH on Oahu, a

final predictive growth run was done to model urbanization to 2025.

The model was installed on the University of Hawaii's Unix server and tested to

make sure it was operating properly (see Appendix C for a discussion on the challenges

of implementing the model). A GIS was used to compile the model's required input data

and convert it to the raster input layers required by SLEUTH. These layers included the

known urban extents, road networks, slope, excluded area, and a hillshade use as a

background for the display of the model's output. Three datasets were created covering

different geographic areas of the island and resampled to ground resolutions of 400m,

200m, and 100m. These geographic areas are the island of Oahu, central Oahu from

northern Waipahu to just north of Wahiawa (referred to as the Wahiawa dataset), and

Manoa Valley. Next, the model was calibrated with the datasets using the process

described above for the control years 1943, 1950, 1970 and 1983. Finally, the datasets

were used to predict urbanization for each of the geographic areas from 1983 to 1999.

Once the model predictions were completed, the output image files were analyzed for

their accuracy in modeling urbanization on Oahu by comparing them to images of known

urbanization patterns in 1999. Finally, SLEUTH was calibrated to predict the
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urbanization of Oahu from 1999 (the most recent urbanization extent created) to 2025, to

visualize what might happen on this island.

SLEUTH also has a land cover deltatron modeling module that can run in

conjunction with its core urban modeling module. Input data for the land cover module

was not created for the study area; only the urban model module was used.

Software and Equipment

SLEUTH version 3.0 beta with patch 1 was downloaded from the Project

Gigalopolis website and compiled on the University of Hawaii's Unix server, running the

Sun 5.8 operating system. The spatial data, both input and output layers, were compiled

and analyzed using ArcGIS 8.3 on a Windows workstation.

Spatial Database Creation

SLEUTH requires five types of input to run. These include: 1) a series of at least

four historical urban layers; 2) a series of at least two historic road networks; 3) an

excluded area layer that prohibits any land use change; 4) a slope layer; and 5) a hillshade

to be used in the model's output images. All input files must have the same array

dimensions and be in the Graphic Interchange Format (GIF) format.

The urban layers were created from 7.5 minute and 15 minute topographical maps

from 1943, 1959, 1970, 1983, and 1999. The 1943 data were compiled from 21 maps

created by the United States Army Corps of Engineers for the USGS (l :20,000 scale).

The 1959 and 1970 data were compiled from 1:62,500 single sheet maps of Oahu created

by the USGS. The 1983 and 1999 data were compiled from 1:24,000 USGS Digital
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Raster Graphics (DRGs) and consisted of 15 maps apiece. The 1983 DRGs had no

spatial reference attached; the 1999 series were georeferenced to the North American

Datum of 1983 (NAD83). The 1943, 1959 and 1970 maps were scanned on a large

format scanner to 300 dpi. The 1999 DRGs on NAD83 were used as the target datum to

reference all the other maps. This was done in ArcGIS using an affine transformation.

At least three control points were selected on the unreferenced raster maps and aligned to

the 1999 DRGs. Survey benchmarks were used as control points whenever possible.

Mountain peaks with elevation marks or road intersections were used if fewer than three

benchmarks could be found on a given map. The 1943 series lacked many of the

benchmarks found on the 1999 series. On ten of the 21 1943 series maps, four points,

rather than the minimum three, were used to reference the raster images to better visually

align with the 1999 series.

Apart from roads, buildings and urban areas are the most common manmade

features depicted on 7.5 and 15 minute topographic maps (Tompson, 1979), making them

a vast historical source of spatial urban information. Buildings and urban areas are

shown on topographic maps two different ways. Urban areas that are too dense or

congested to show individual buildings are depicted with a tinted overprint. In these

areas, only landmark buildings are individually shown. This urban tint overprint "is not

ordinarily used on areas smaller than .75 miles2 (2 km2
), except on isolated 'islands'

adjacent to larger urban areas. Such islands may carry the urban-area tint when they are

as small as 0.75 miles2 (0.65 km2
)" (Tompson 1979, p. 59). In less dense or congested

areas, individual buildings may be shown according to a classification scheme; buildings

are classified as either Class 1 or Class 2. "Class 1 buildings are those structures
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intended primarily for housing human activities; this class includes residences, hotels,

churches, schools, shops, factories, service stations, most public buildings, and others of a

similar character. Class 2 buildings are those structures not intended primarily for

housing human activities; this class includes barns, sheds, warehouses, greenhouses,

storage garages, and others constructed to house machinery or animals, or for storage"

(Tompson 1979, p. 55). The class of buildings that are shown on the topographic maps in

non-tint areas depends on the map scale. "Class 1 buildings are shown on both 7.5 and

15 minute maps, except in urban areas covered by a tint. Class 2 buildings smaller than

the average local dwelling are not shown. Examples of such buildings are sheds, private

garages, and small chickenhouses. Class 2 buildings are not shown on 15 minute maps,

except when they are of a landmark character. Landmark class 2 buildings for this

purpose are those in a prominent location, those larger than 100 x 100 feet in any

location, and those of any size in areas where cultural features are few" (Tompson 1979,

p. 55). Following these standards, it is clear that urban areas and buildings are shown

differently for maps of different scales.

A polygon shapefile of the urban extents was digitized for each of the map series.

The year the map was published was used to identify the dataset, rather than they year the

aerial photos were taken that the maps were created from. The 1959, 1970, 1983, and

1999 map series all used the standard USGS tint overprint to depict dense urban areas, as

well as the individual block symbol for Class 1 and 2 structures in non-dense urban and

rural areas. The 1943 series only used the individual block symbol to show urban areas.

All of the tint overprint areas for each of the series were digitized. In addition, the

individual block symbols for Class 1 and 2 buildings were digitized if a minimum of five
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symbolized structures all lay within one inch from each other at a screen scale of 1:5000.

This helped to inform otherwise arbitrary decisions about which urban buildings to

digitize. However, the actual polygon that was digitized to represent these Class 1 and 2

buildings was made to conform as closely as possible to the shape of the cluster of

buildings (an example is shown in Appendix B). In doing so, land without buildings was

not indiscriminately included in these urban polygons, more accurately capturing the true

nature of what land housed a building.

Figure 1. Portion of the USGS 1983 Kaneohe quadrangle map. Approximately 1: 14,000.
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Figure 2. When digitizing the urban extents, land between areas represented as urban on the raster maps
was not included. Black polygons show areas that were included in the urban layer.

Furthermore, if five buildings in close proximity were divided by a road, the area

of the road was also included in the digitized polygon. In these cases, land without a

building was included due to the sake of proximity. It could be argued that roads

adjoining buildings in close proximity solidly fell under the definition of urbanization.

Parks (those less than 100,000 square meters), cemeteries, and other open spaces found

within the tint overprint where included in an urban polygon, while those not within the

tint overprint were excluded. While the physical structure of Honolulu International

Airport was included, its runway, along with all the other runways on the island (Barber's

Point, Wheeler, Dillingham, Bellows, and Kaneohe) were not included in the urban

layers. The Honolulu International Airport runway was included in the excluded layer.

While this method seemed to capture the growth of urbanization on Oahu, there

were some limitations created by the differing scales of the source maps. The 1943 series
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seemed more inclined to depict individual buildings because it was at the largest scale

and was not employing an urban tint symbology. The 1959 and 1970 maps definitely

used larger symbols to represent buildings. This could have impacted the database if a

group of structures that were represented by 6 block symbols in the large scale 1943

series were only represented by 3 building in the 1959 series, thereby excluding it from

being digitized.

The excluded area layer, interpreted by SLEUTH as space where no urbanization

can occur, was compiled from the State Office of Planning's conservation boundaries

shapefile and the City and County of Honolulu's parks boundaries shapefile. Parks with

an area less than 100,000 square meters were removed. These were merged to create the

terrestrial exclusions, which included ponds, lakes, reservoirs, and fishponds. The ocean

exclusion area was created by making a mask from an existing coastline shapefile.

Because the ocean needed to be included in the exclusions layer, this was merged with

the terrestrial exclusions to create a master exclusions shapefile. Honolulu International

Airport runway and the adjoining runway with Hickam AFB was digitized from the 1999

Pearl Harbor DRG and included in the exclusions. It is safe to assume that this area,

which includes the reef runway, will never be built upon. Other runways, including

Wheeler, Kaneohe, Dillingham and Bellows, were left off of the exclusion layer. The

future of the aforementioned runways is not certain and there remains a possibility that

their future use will change.

Road data was needed to correspond with each of the five urban layers to show

the expansion ofthe road network. The majorroads.shp file from the State Office of

Planning was used for the 1999 roads layer. I believe this shapefile was originally
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created using a portion of the USGS Digital Line Graph files. To create the 1983 roads

layer, a copy of the 1999 roads shapefile was overlaid in ArcGIS with the 1983 DGR

series. Roads not appearing on the 1983 DRG series were deleted from the shapefile

(only H3 from Halawa to Mokapu's saddle road). To create the 1970 roads layer, a copy

of the 1983 roads shapefile was overlaid with the 1970 raster image. Roads not

appearing on the 1970 DRG were deleted from the shapefile (H2 and others). This

method was followed to create all the road layers. When a road had changed course over

time (Pali Hwy, etc), the road was redigitized in ArcGIS for that year's shapefile.

The slope layer was derived from a grid of 10 meter Digital Elevation Models

resampled to a 100 meter resolution. A reclassification operation was performed on the

slope raster to convert the data from degrees to percent of slope, as required by SLEUTH.

A hillshade layer was created from a grid of 10 meter Digital Elevation Models.

This was resampled to 100 meter resolution to match the resolution of the other spatial

data.

Gridding the Vector Data

The vector data (all the urban, road, and excluded shapefiles) were gridded into

the TIFF format using ArcGIS 8.3 at a resolution of 100 meters and with the geographical

extents of the master exclusion layer. The road layers required a reclassification

operation to give all the road segments in each layer the same pixel value; these layers

were then saved as TIFF files with the same extents. One of the limitations of this was

that all roads were now represented with a minimum width of 100 meters despite their

original extent.
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Creating the GIF Input Layers

All of the raster data was imported into Photoshop as different layers of a single

Photoshop document. These layers included: 1999 roads, 1983 roads, 1970 roads, 1959

roads, 1943 roads, 1999 urban extent, 1983 urban extent, 1970 urban extent, 1959 urban

extent, 1943 urban extent, excluded areas, hillshade, and slope. This composite file

containing the 100m data was then copied two times; one copy was resampled to 200m,

the other to 400m, both using the nearest neighbor interpolation method. Using the

original 100m data, the areas of Manoa and Wahiawa were cropped to make two subsets

of the larger Oahu dataset. Each of these subsets were then resampled to ground

resolutions of 200m and 400m, again using the nearest neighbor interpolation method.

Each layer in the nine different PSD files was then saved in the GIF format with the

appropriate naming conventions used by SLEUTH, such as oahu100m.roads.1943.gif or

manoa200m.urban.1999.gif.

SLEUTH Setup and Testing

SLEUTH was developed and used by Clarke on Sun Mircrosystem's Unix

system. My attempts to compile and run SLEUTH on two different Linux systems

resulted in a number of issues that led the model to function improperly, as described in

Appendix C. SLEUTH was subsequently compiled on the University of Hawaii's Sun

Microsystems Unix server running Solaris 5.8 (UHUNIX2) and the environment

variables for the shell were declared. Once sufficient disk space was allocated, the model

compiled and ran its test mode.
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After all the problematic issues were resolved running SLEUTH on UHUNIX2, a

successful execution in test mode was accomplished to verify that the model was working

correctly. The graphical output was normal (not showing any of the distorted

characteristics of the prior test runs), and logical (slopes over the critical threshold and

excluded areas were not urbanized). Having confidence that the model was performing

properly, calibration with the Oahu datasets was begun.

Calibrating SLEUTH

Separate model calibrations were undertaken for each of the Oahu, Wahiawa, and

Manoa datasets using the 1943, 1959, 1970 and 1983 data. Each calibration followed the

three-phase, brute force calibration method described in Chapter 3. The controlstats.log

produced from each calibration trial was sorted on the Product metric, and the three

highest scoring values for each calibration were used to create the range of the next phase

of calibration. In addition, the ground resolution of the input files doubled at each phase

ofthe calibration (from 400m, to 200m, and finally to 100m.) The number of Monte

Carlo iterations started at 4 during the coarse phases, and increased to 8, and then 10,

during the fine and final phases of calibration, respectfully.

The calibration of the Oahu dataset produced the following forecast coefficient

values.

Table 5. Oahu prediction coefficient values for 1983

Oahu Predict Values

Coefficient Type Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity

Calibrated Value 46 46 44 83 51
See AppendIx D for the full statIstIcs of the Oahu cahbratlOn.
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The calibration of the Wahiawa dataset produced the following forecast coefficient

values.

Table 6. Wahiawa prediction coefficient values for 1983

Wahiawa Predict Values

Coefficient Type Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity

Calibrated Value 20 100 17 1 50
See AppendIx D for the full statistIcs of the WahIawa calIbratIOn.

The calibration of the Manoa dataset produced the following forecast coefficient values.

Table 7. Manoa prediction coefficient values for 1983

Manoa Predict Values

Coefficient Type Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity

Calibrated Value 1 1 1 100 1
See AppendIx D for the full statistics of the Manoa calIbratIOn.

Predicting Urban Growth

The calibrated forecasting coefficients for each geographic area were used to

initialize SLEUTH to run in Predict mode from 1983 to 1999. The model was given the

known extent of urbanization for each geographic location in 1983 and used the

calibrated coefficient values to predict what the urbanization extent would be for 1999.

During the Predict mode of SLEUTH, the model was set to run 100 Mel and produced

graphical output upon successful completion showing the probability of where urban

growth would occur. The output images report urbanization as occurring at different

levels of probability. These levels of probability are displayed with different colors, set

up prior to running the model in the scenario file that controls the prediction. SLEUTH's

default colors were used to report the probability of urbanization.
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Figure 3. SLEUTH generated predicted urban growth on Oahu from 1983 to 1999. Yellow repre ents the
extent of the known 1983 urban extent that was used to seed the prediction run. The other color represent

the percent probability calculated by LEUTH that urban growth would happen to tho e pixels.

Figure 4. SLEUTH generated predicted urban growth for Wahiawa from 1983 to 1999.
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Figure 5. SLEUTH generated urban growth for the Wahiawa-Oahu prediction from 1983 to
1999.

Figure 6. SLEUTH generated predicted urban growth for Manoa from 1983 to 1999.

Table 8. RGB values for levels of modeled urban probability.

Level of Probability of Urbanization RGB Color Values on Output Ima2e
95%-100% 139,0,0 (Dark Red)
900/0-94.9% 0, 255, 0 (Light Green)
80%-89.9% 0,215,0 (Darker Green)
70%-79.9% 0, 170, 0 (Darker Green)
60%-69.9% 0, 130, 0 (Darker Green)
50%-59.9% 0, 170. 0 (Darkest Green)
0%-49.9% Transparent

When the Manoa dataset was run in Predict mode using these calibration values it

showed no modeled urban growth for the period between 1983 and 1999 (Figure 6) and

therefore was not analyzed as part of the accuracy assessment. The calibration of the

Manoa dataset returned these values because the inputted urban extents at 1983 were

already at the edge of the excluded areas layer and the slope layer ranges where SLEUTH

can create modeled growth. Therefore, all the pixels in the 1983 input image failed to be

deemed suitable for urban growth according to SLEUTH's suitability factors.
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Method of Assessing SLEUTH's Accuracy

To assess the accuracy of SLEUTH as a predictor of future urbanization, an

analysis of the modeled urbanization data was performed in ArcGIS 8.3 using the Spatial

Analyst's raster calculator function. Because the known 1983 urban extent data was

included in the output images showing the 1999 predicted growth, the known 1983 urban

extent data was subtracted from the 1999 predicted growth images in Photoshop before

analysis. After this subtraction was complete, both the known urban and the modeled

urban data for 1999 were loaded into ArcGIS. This allowed for the comparison ofjust

the modeled urban growth from 1983 to 1999 to be compared to the known urban growth

of 1983 to 1999. The known urban data was reclassified so that urban = 0 and non-urban

= 1. The modeled urban data was reclassified so that urban = 100 and non-urban = 200.

Therefore, when the images were added together using the raster calculator function we

find the following four categories: known urban/modeled urban pixels = 100; known

non-urban/modeled urban pixels = 101; known urban/modeled non-urban pixels = 200;

and known non-urban/modeled non-urban pixels = 201. Values of 100 or 201 reflect

areas that were correctly modeled, while values of 101 or 200 reflect areas that

incorrectly modeled. This process was done for four different levels of probability of the

modeled data. In the results described below, seed growth refers to the urban pixels on

the urban input layer that were used to seed the model. Because this analysis only

compared known urban growth to modeled urban growth for the period between 1983 to

1999, the pixels that were used to seed were classified as non-urban during the analysis.

Therefore it was necessary to subtract the number of seeded urban pixels from the known

non-urban/modeled non-urban pixels. This method allows for a true comparison between
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known urban and modeled urban instead of diluting the analysis with a number of urban

pixels that were predetermined to exist. The analysis focuses primarily on:

1. The percentage of urban growth SLEUTH was able to model in correct

geographic locations;

2. The percentage of urban growth SLEUTH modeled in incorrect geographic

locations;

3. The total modeled growth as a percentage of the known growth for the period

1983 to 1999.

4. A qualitative analysis of the geographic distribution of the patterns of

modeled growth.

It is not expected that SLEUTH will return perfect results in modeling historic

urban growth on Oahu. However, the model would be expected to be able to correctly

model a substantial amount of known urban growth from historic inputs. Although an

arbitrary thresholds, it is hoped that SLEUTH will be able to model at least 50% ofthe

known urbanization in the correct geographic location, and at least 90% of the total

urbanization.
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Chapter 5. Results

SLEUTH's Accuracy for Oahu

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the areas SLEUTH modeled correctly and incorrectly

on Oahu. There were 6673 pixels of known urban growth on Oahu between 1983 and

1999. 27,518 urban pixels were used to seed the Oahu prediction.

1:285,000

.. KlIIMu

KUIM
1983

Figure 7. Classification values for Oahu's modeled growth from 1983 to 1999 compared to the known
growth for that period.
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Table 9. Oahu modeled growth at 95% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 1491 5182 6673

Non-urban 2971 314228 317199

Total 4462 319410

At 95% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 1491 (or 22.3%) ofthe

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also modeled an

additional 2971 pixels (or 44.5%) as urban, but in areas that were geographically

incorrect. Overall, SLEUTH was able to predict 4462 pixels as urban, compared to the

known 6673 urban pixels, or about 66%.

Table 10. Oahu modeled growth at 90% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 1875 4798 6673

Non-urban 4047 313152 317199

Total 5922 317950

Relaxing the scope of modeled urban pixel probability allowed for higher degrees

of success for the model. For example, including the modeled urban pixels for 90%

probability of urbanization, SLEUTH was able to predict 1875 pixels (or 28.1%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. Again, SLEUTH predicted more

urban pixels (4047, or 60.6%) in incorrect geographic locations. Combined, for this level

of probability, SLEUTH modeled a total of 5922 urban pixels (or 88.7%).
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Table 11. Oahu modeled growth at 80% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 2273 4400 6673

Non-urban 5401 311798 317199

Total 7674 316198

Table 12. Oahu modeled growth at 70% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 2527 4146 6673

Non-urban 6392 310807 317199

Total 8919 314953

The same pattern held as the degree of probability of urbanization was decreased.

At 80% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH modeled 2273 pixels (or 34%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. Once again, SLEUTH predicted

more urban pixels (5401, or 80.9%) in incorrect geographic locations. Combined, for this

level of probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted a total of7674 urban pixels (or

115%), actually surpassing the number ofknown urban pixels. The same pattern held for

the 70% probability of urbanization analysis where SLEUTH model 2527 pixels as urban

(or 37.8%) in the correct geographic locations, 6392 pixels in incorrect geographic

locations (or 95.7%), for a total urban pixel count that was 8919 pixels, over 33% more

of the known urban pixels. As lower levels of probability of urbanization were included

in the analysis, SLEUTH overestimated the overall amount of urban growth.
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SLEUTH's Accuracy for Wahiawa

This method of analysis was also applied to the image output data of modeled

urban extent for the Wahiawa dataset. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the areas

SLEUTH modeled correctly and incorrectly in Wahiawa. There were 1163 pixels of

known urban growth in Wahiawa between 1983 and 1999. 2,253 urban pixels were used

to seed the Wahiawa prediction.

~ KU/MU

~ KNUJMU

~ KU/MNU

1983 Seed Growth

1~142,500

Figure 8. Classification values for Wahiawa's modeled growth from 1983 to 1999 compared to the known
growth for that period. This image was enlarged from the original output data to make the classification

areas more visible.

Table 13. Wahiawa modeled growth at 95% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 50 1113 1163

Non-urban 153 12431 12584
Total 203 13544
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At 95% probability of urbanization for the Wahiawa dataset, SLEUTH predicted

50 (or 4.2%) of the known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also

predicted an additional 153 pixels (or 13.1%) as urban, but in areas that were

geographically incorrect. Overall, SLEUTH predicted 203 pixels as urban, compared to

the known 1163 urban pixels, or about 17.4%.

Table 14. Wahiawa modeled growth at 90% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 130 1033 1163

Non-urban 402 12182 12584

Total 532 13215

At 90% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 130 (or 11.1%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also predicted an

additional 402 pixels (or 34.5%) as urban, but in areas that were geographically incorrect.

Overall, SLEUTH predicted 532 pixels as urban, compared to the known 1163 urban

pixels, or about 45.7%.

Table 15. Wahiawa modeled growth at 80% probability.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 233 930 1163

Non-urban 833 11751 12584

Total 1066 12681

At 80% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 233 (or 20.0%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also predicted an

additional 833 pixels (or 71.6%) as urban, but in areas that were geographically incorrect.
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Overall, SLEUTH predicted 1066 pixels as urban, compared to the known 1163 urban

pixels, or about 91.6%.

Table 16. Wahiawa modeled growth at 70% probability.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 296 876 1163

Non-urban 1239 11345 12584

Total 1535 12221

At 70% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 296 (or 25.4%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also predicted an

additional 1239 pixels (or 106.5%) as urban, but in areas that were geographically

incorrect. Overall, SLEUTH predicted 1535 pixels as urban, compared to the known

1163 urban pixels, or about 131.9%.

SLEUTH's Accuracy for Manoa

The Manoa prediction showed that SLEUTH could not find any suitable pixels to

change from non-urban to urban. The sum of the urban pixels used to seed the

prediction, those covered by the exclusion layer, and those with a slope value of less than

25% equaled the total number of pixels in the image. Because no pixels were available to

move from non-urban to urban, no new growth was produced during the prediction.

Therefore, there was no growth data to analyze. However, this result confirmed that the

model was running properly, and is the expected result considering the input data.
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Summary of SLEUTH's Accuracy for Oahu and Wahiawa

Below is a summery table of the accuracy of SLEUTH's urbanization for the

Oahu and Wahiawa datasets.

Table 17. Summary of SLEUTH's accuracy for Oahu and Wahiawa.

Oahu 95% 90% 80% 70% Wahiawa 95% 90% 80% 70%
Geographically
Correct 22.3% 28% 34% 37.8% 4.2% 11.1% 20% 25.4%
Urbanization
Geographically
Incorrect 44.5% 60.6% 80.9% 95.7% 13.1% 34.5% 71.6% 106.5%
Urbanization
Total
Combined 66.8% 88.6% 115% 133.5% 17.4 45.7% 91.6% 131.9%
Urbanization

On Oahu at 90% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted over 88% of the

measured growth that occurred between 1983 and 1999. However, only 28% of the

urban growth was in the correct locations, suggesting that with this set of calibrated

coefficient values the model is more effective at showing overall growth rather than the

specific locations that such growth will likely occur. These results are unsatisfactory.

From this accuracy analysis it could be inferred that at around 85% probability SLEUTH

would be able to predict 100% of the known urban growth, with 31% being

geographically correct and the remainder in incorrect locations.

For Wahiawa at 90% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH was able to model

almost 46% of the known urban growth, with only 11% in the correct geographic

location. These results are also unsatisfactory and show that SLEUTH was less effective

in modeling the total urban growth in this area, even though each prediction was

calibrated with exactly the same method.
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This demonstrates that SLEUTH is better at predicting the overall amount of

urbanization rather than placing the predicted urbanization in the correct geographic

location. Lower levels of probability are needed if correct geographic location is of

primary concern, perhaps reaching to 50% of probability of urbanization to reach the

stated 50% threshold. On the other hand, if gross urban growth is only being considered,

then higher levels of probability of urbanization can be used, or about a 85% level of

probability of urbanization.

Table 18. Geographically correct modeled urban pixels as a percentage of total modeled urban pixels

Probability 95%-100% 90%-100% 80%-100% 70%-100%
Oahu 33.4% 31.6% 29.6% 28.3%
Wahiawa 24.6% 24.4% 21.8% 19.2%

The Oahu prediction had a higher rate of success in placing the pixels it made

urban in the correct geographic location than did the Wahiawa prediction. At 95%

probability of urbanization, the Oahu prediction showed that SLEUTH was able to place

over 33% of the modeled urban pixels in the correct location compared to just 25% for

the Wahiawa prediction. Even at lower probabilities the Oahu prediction faired better at

this measure, although still unsatisfactorily.

Qualitative Analysis of Accuracy for Oahu and Wahiawa

A qualitative analysis of the SLEUTH-created urban growth images show that the

model filled-in areas between existing urban centers with high probability growth (95%

or greater) and then created lower probability growth (70%-90%+) in a concentric or

diffusion pattern outwards from existing urban areas. This growth pattern was observed

for both the Oahu and Wahiawa datasets; unfortunately it is not a completely realistic
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growth pattern for the areas. Although the infill growth was observed between 1983 and

1999 urban input layers, actual growth for both of these areas for the given period is also

marked by large amounts of urbanization in formerly non-urbanized areas.

Noticeably absent from the predicted 1999 Oahu image were some major existing

urban centers and the presence of road gravity influenced growth. Although the urban

input data generally expanded previous urban areas (as was modeled), the input data also

captured the creation of new, stand alone urban centers. SLEUTH did not recreate the

existing urban areas of Kapolei or Mililani Mauka, or the newly developed areas around

Waikele, Ewa Beach, Waipahu, Waiawa, and Mililani. These absences highlight

SLEUTH's lack of ability to recreate urban centers without having any knowledge about

them in the input data; although the pattern of new urban centers was contained in the

historic data. All of these areas represent developments starting after 1983, although a

few were major additions to existing developments that existed prior to 1983. SLEUTH

did not recreate the pattern of development on Oahu where large tracts of land are

urbanized over a short period of time, although given the logic of the model it would not

have been expected to.

Obvious road gravity growth was only observed in Waianae Valley west of the

Lualualei Naval Magazine and between Hono Kai Hale and Campbell Industrial Park. It

was not present along areas where it would have been expected, such as on the H-2

Freeway between Waiawa and Mililani, the H-I Freeway west ofWaikele, or on

Kamehameha Highway between Wahiawa and Haleiwa. Although the modeling of urban

pixels in some of these areas would have been incorrect, it is curious that SLEUTH
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incorrectly modeled road gravity growth along a few segments of the road network and

not along other major thoroughfares that were represented in the input data.

The Wahiawa prediction did create a strong instance of road gravity influenced

growth along all the pixels of the road network input layers. This included growth along

Kunia Road, west of the Wahiawa Naval Reservation, north ofWaiawa along the H-2

Freeway, and north ofWaihawa in the vicinity of the Kamananui Road and Kamehameha

Highway interchange. However, this growth did not occur in the known data, and

therefore accounted for much of Wahiawa's geographically incorrect predicted growth

pixels, making up the majority of the overall volume of modeled urbanization. The

Wahiawa dataset did not show any new urban centers, even though such urbanization

behavior was contained in the urban input layers in the areas of Mililani, Mililani Mauka,

and Waiawa.

The predicted growth images for both the Wahiawa and Oahu cases were both

logical and fairly consistent with the general pattern of urban growth observed on Oahu.

They both showed strong infill of existing urban areas and outward spreading patterns.

However, they both failed to create new, stand alone developments as seen on the Ewa

plain and elsewhere in central Oahu, and as contained in the historic data.

Predicting Wahiawa with the Oahu Calibration Coefficients

Since the Wahiawa dataset returned results that showed limited success in

modeling the known urban growth in the area, a second prediction was run on this dataset

using the calibrated coefficient values from the Oahu calibration. This was done to see if

the Wahiawa dataset could produce more accurate growth using coefficient values that
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captured the growth of the whole island. For clarity's sake, this prediction is referred to

as the Wahiawa-Oahu prediction.

The same method of GIS analysis was applied to the image output data of

modeled urban growth for the Wahiawa-Oahu prediction. There were 1163 pixels of

known urban growth in Wahiawa between 1983 and 1999. The model was seeded with

2253 urban pixels.

Table 19. Wahiawa-Oahu modeled growth at 95% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 225 938 1163

Non-urban 270 12290 12560

Total 495 13228

At 95% probability of urbanization for the Wahiawa-Oahu prediction, SLEUTH

predicted 225 (or 18.9%) of the known urban pixels in the correct geographic location.

This is greatly improved over the 4.2% from the Wahiawa calibrated coefficients.

SLEUTH also predicted an additional 270 pixels (or 22.7%) as urban, but in areas that

were geographically incorrect. Overall, SLEUTH predicted 495 pixels as urban,

compared to the known 1163 urban pixels, or about 41 %.

Table 20. Wahiawa-Oahu modeled growth at 90% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 288 875 1163

Non-urban 419 12141 12560

Total 647 13016

At 90% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 288 (or 24.2%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. While still fairly low, this is a
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substantial improvement over the 11.1% when this dataset used the Wahiawa calibrated

coefficients. SLEUTH also predicted an additional 419 pixels (or 35.2%) as urban, but in

areas that were geographically incorrect. Overall, SLEUTH predicted 707 pixels as

urban, compared to the known 1163 urban pixels, or about 59%.

Table 21. Wahiawa-Oahu modeled growth at 80% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 349 814 1163

Non-urban 703 11857 12560

Total 1052 12671

At 80% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH predicted 349 (or 29.4%) of the

known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also predicted an

additional 703 pixels (or 59.2%) as urban, but in areas that were geographically incorrect.

Overall, SLEUTH predicted 1052 pixels as urban, compared to the known 1163 urban

pixels, or about 88 %.

Table 22. Wahiawa-Oahu modeled growth at 70% probability of urbanization.

Modeled

Urban Non-urban Total

Known Urban 390 773 1163

Non-urban 975 11585 12560

Total 1365 12358

At 70% probability of urbanization, SLEUTH was able to predict 390 (or 32.8%)

of the known urban pixels in the correct geographic location. SLEUTH also predicted an

additional 975 pixels (or 82.1 %) as urban, but in areas that were geographically incorrect.

Overall, SLEUTH was able to predict 1365 pixels as urban, compared to the known 1163

urban pixels, or about 115%.
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Table 23. Summary of SLEUTH's accuracy for Wahiawa-Oahu and Wahiawa

Wahiawa- 95% 90% 80% 70% Wahiawa 95% 90% 80% 70%
Oahu
Geographically
Correct 19% 24% 29% 33% 4% 11% 20% 25%
Urbanization
Geographically
Incorrect 23% 35% 59% 82% 13% 35% 72% 107%
Urbanization
Total
Combined 42% 60% 89% 115% 17 46% 92% 132%
Urbanization

Running the Wahiawa dataset with the Oahu calibrated coefficient values

increased the accuracy of the modeled growth. This is especially true for the 95%

probability of urbanization, where the accuracy increased over four-fold. However, a

visual analysis of the data shows that the same patterns of growth held true for this trial:

geographically correct urbanization was mostly infill, with the remainder of the

geographically incorrect urbanization coming in the form of diffusion from existing

urban centers and from road gravity growth. The infill growth for this trial had a higher

probability than the infill growth for the Wahiawa trial. However, there were five

instances of new urban centers north of Wahiawa around the Kamananui Road and

Kamehameha Highway interchange. The Wahiawa-Oahu data also showed substantial

growth along the roads south of Wahiawa, Kunia Road and the H-2 Freeway.
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Figure 9. Classification values for Wahiawa-Oahu's modeled growth from 1983 to 1999 compared to the
known growth for that period. This image was enlarged from the original output data to make the

classification areas more visible.

Finally. the Wahiawa-Oahu trial predicted growth differently from the growth in

the Oahu trial for that area. The Oahu trial showed no growth along the road network

while the Wahiawa-Oahu trial showed substantial amounts ofgrowth along the road

network. despite being seeded with the same coefficient values. specifically the identical

road gravity value. It would be interesting to explore what effect geographical extents

have on the modeled data given identical coefficient values.

These results suggest that there may be a benefit by calibrating the model to an

area larger than the final modeled area, especially if areas external to the study area may

contain growth patterns that may be applicable to the area of study although have not yet

been observed there. Because SLEUTII is based offofhistoric growth patterns.

including growth patterns not found in the final modeled area seemed to have increased

the model's accuracy for this area of study.
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While SLEUTH could predict 88% of the urban growth on Oahu in volume, it

was limited in actually getting those urban pixels in the correct location. Much of the

modeled urban volume came as diffusion growth from existing urban areas; in reality,

most of the urbanization over the period happened through new developments that were

not extensions of existing urban areas.

This study of SLEUTH's prediction capabilities shows a fair amount of variation

between the datasets. However, these findings can be used as interpretation guides when

assessing the accuracy of output images from a real prediction. The Oahu prediction

returned results compelling enough to run a true prediction from 1999 to 2025, reported

in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6. Predicting & Assessing Oahu's Urban Growth to 2025

Recalibrating SLEUTH

In light of SLEUTH's limitations in modeling some of the growth patterns of

Oahu, the full Oahu dataset was used to recalibrate the model from 1959 through 1999 to

predict Oahu's urbanization in the year 2025. The calibration followed the same steps

outlined above and used the 1959, 1979, 1983 and 1999 datasets. This process returned

the following coefficient values:

Table 24. Oahu prediction coefficient values for 1999

Oahu Predict Values

Coefficient Type Diffusion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity

Calibrated Values for 1999 5 96 12 1 50

Calibrated Values for 1983 46 46 44 83 51
See AppendIx D for the full statIstIcs of the Oahu calIbratIOn for thIS penod.

The new calibrated coefficient values, except road gravity, differed substantially

from the values created during the 1943-1983 calibration of the Oahu dataset. For the

1943-1983 calibration, the Oahu dataset returned these coefficient values: diffusion = 46,

breed = 46, spread = 44, slope = 83, and road gravity = 51. The most noticeable change

is that slope went from 83 to 1. This suggests that from 1983 to 1999, urbanization was

more likely to occur on steeper slopes than during the earlier period.

Because the Oahu dataset takes an exorbitant amount of time to calibrate to 100m

resolution (about 5 days if it executes without any problems; this issue is discussed in

Appendix C), input data resolutions of 200m, 400, and 800m were used.
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Analysis of 2025 Prediction of Oahu

Because it is impossible to know where future urbanization will occur on Oahu, a

GIS analysis of the 2025 prediction was not undertaken. Instead, a visual inspection was

performed and related to both the City and County of Honolulu's General Development

Pattern map and my personal knowledge of development issues facing the island.

Salle 1:285.000
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Figure 10. SLEUTH generated predicted urban growth on Oahu from 1999 to 2025. Yellow represents the
extent of the known 1999 urban extent that was used to seed the prediction run. The other colors represent

the percent probability calculated by SLEUTH that urban growth would happen to those pixels.

The modeled urban growth of Oahu in 2025 returned visually more plausible

results than the earlier test predictions, perhaps because the prediction covered a longer

time period. It showed the agricultural areas of Waimanalo filling in with lower
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probability growth; Kahuku Point with high probability growth (95%+) along

Kamehameha Highway; Waialua to Mokuleia completely urbanized on the north side of

Farrington Highway (with lower probability growth); Waianae Valley filling up almost

exclusively except the Lualaulei Naval Magazine (with all probabilities of growth); the

filling in of Kapolei neighborhoods and the Ewa Plain; growth along H-I Freeway from

south of Makakilo to Waikele; and urban growth on both sides of Kunia Road and north

of Waihawa. All of these are likely scenarios of future urban growth. Agriculture land in

Waimanalo could see new developments from the State Department of Hawaiian

Homelands on state owned land that is currently in agricultural use. Large tracts of land

around Waialua are owned by Castle and Cooke, and could be prime areas for country

style "Gentlemen's Farms" to be developed as the real estate market continues to search

for high return property investment opportunities. Kahuku could see some of its

agricultural land (mostly owned by the Campbell and Bishop Estates) developed into

beach/vacation houses to support an increased demand of North Shore residential

properties. Development is currently rapidly progressing in numerous areas around

Kapolei and the Ewa Plain, as the modeled growth showed. While SLEUTH has no

knowledge of land ownership, the 2025 prediction of Oahu does highlight, correctly,

areas that are suitable for development given past growth patterns and land suitability

factors.
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Figure 11. A map of the General Plan Development Pattern from the City and County of Honolulu's General
Development Plan, (2002).

The prediction of urbanization of Oahu in 2025 needs to be interpreted in light of

SLEUTH's earlier accuracy analysis. At best that analysis can help to conclude that at

about 80% probability of urbanization, about 35% of the growth could be geographically

correct. However, all the areas that were modeled in 2025 are reasonable areas for
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growth to occur on Oahu, although not all of them are consistent with the county's

development plan. Comparing the modeled 2025 growth to a map of the City and County

of Honolulu's General Plan Development Pattern map (City and County of Honolulu's

General Development Plan, 2002) shows that the modeled urban growth described above

falls within the County's General Development Plan (p. 13, 1992) except for the filling in

of Waianae Valley and the rural areas of Waialua and Kahuku. Areas that were not

modeled in 2025 that are included on the General Plan Development Pattern map are only

increased urbanization in Pupukea Heights above Sunset Beach.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion

Cellular automata models have been lauded for their simplicity. SLEUTH is no

exception. It provides a simple and logical framework for modeling future urban growth

using only historical data. This simplicity contributes to modeling areas with a low

degree of geographic accuracy. In addition, SLEUTH wasn't able to reproduce the type

of urban growth that happens most often on Oahu: large tracks of agricultural land,

usually held by one of the state's large land owners, that are developed into residential,

resort, or commercial areas in a relatively short period of time. This was clearly evident

in both the quantitative and qualitative analyses of SLEUTH's "predictions" of 1999.

Specifically, SLEUTH was not able to readily create geographically correct urbanization

from historic data.

Two aspects of SLEUTH can be identified to further increase its accuracy: input

requirements and the growth rules. Many other factors besides historical growth

influence the decision of turning an undeveloped parcel into an urban parcel. There are

political considerations such as zoning, land use boundaries, county level general growth

plans, and land ownership. There are economic considerations such as fluctuating real

estate markets, borrowing power, and job growth. There are demographic considerations

such as population growth. Excluding data from these areas can definitely lead to areas

of miscalculation. Any inclusion of such factor would lead to greater data requirements

and increased complexity of the model.

More importantly, the growth rules used by SLEUTH to predict urbanization may

not reflect Oahu's urbanization as well as an area where a road network clearly links

nodes of urban areas. The rules of the model are inclined to expand existing urban areas
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and create new urban areas along the road network. However, this logic does not

necessarily represent what is happening on Oahu. Spontaneous growth is the only rule

that allows the completely random generation of new urban pixels, although no

completely new urban centers were seen in the predictions. The other three growth rules

drive new urban growth next to existing urban areas and along the road network.

These patterns were clearly present in the predicted output images. If the model was

recoded to give spontaneous growth a greater likelihood of occurring, and focused the

application of the New Spreading Center and Edge-growth dynamics on the spontaneous

growth pixels, it might be able to better recreate the pattern of urbanization on Oahu.

Regardless, SLEUTH was able to predict the overall volume of urban growth

much more accurately than geographically correct growth, and was able to show

appropriate locations of possible future urbanization in 2025. In this regard, SLEUTH

could be used as a general urban growth model where pixel (or parcel) specific accuracy

is not required and the focus of study is on general growth patterns and land suitability.

Future Research

There are many areas of SLEUTH's calibration that could be the focus offuture

research. How does the temporal spacing of control years affect accuracy? The temporal

spacing used the date the source maps were published. How would accuracy change if

the dates the aerial photos the maps were based on were used instead? How would other

sorting methods during calibration affect model prediction? This study calibrated the

model by sorting on the Product metric. How would the results have differed if a

different method is implemented? How could other data types be incorporated into the
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existing framework to improve the model without decreasing its simplicity? The

landcover deltatron module was not used in the predictions for this study. How might its

inclusion have affected the observed accuracy of SLEUTH?
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Appendix A

Sample of SLEUTH's scenario file:

'scenario file' for SLEUTH land cover transition model
(UGM v3.0)
Comments start with #

Path Name Variables
Running Status (Echo)
Output ASCII Files
Log File Preferences
Working Grids
Random Number Seed
Monte Carlo Iteration
Coefficients
A. Coefficients and Growth Types
B. Modes and Coefficient Settings
Prediction Date Range
Input Images
Output Images
Colortable Settings
A. Date Color
B. Non-Landuse Colortable
C. Land Cover Colortable
D. Growth Type Images
E. Deltatron Images
Self Modification Parameters

IX.
X.

XI.
XII.

# FILE:
#
#
#
# I.
# II.
# III.
# IV.
# V.
# VI.
# VII.
#VIII.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#XIII.

# I.PATH NAME VARIABLES
# INPUT DIR: relative or absolute path where input image files and
# (if modeling land cover) 'landuse. classes' file are
# located.
# OUTPUT DIR: relative or absolute path where all output files will
# be located.
# WHIRLGIF_BINARY: relative path to 'whirlgif' gif animation program.
# These must be compiled before execution.
INPUT DIR= .. /Input/manoalOOm/
OUTPUT_DIR= .. /Output/manoalOO_final/
WHIRLGIF_BINARY= .. /Whirlgif/whirlgif

# II. RUNNING STATUS (ECHO)
# Status of model run, monte carlo iteration, and year will be
# printed to the screen during model execution.
ECHO(YES/NO)=no

COEFF FILE: contains coefficient values for every run, monte carlo
iteration and year.

AVG FILE: contains measured values of simulated data averaged over
monte carlo iterations for every run and control year.

STD DEV FILE: contains standard deviation of averaged values

# III. Output Files
# INDICATE TYPES OF ASCII DATA FILES TO BE WRITTEN TO OUTPUT DIRECTORY.
#
#
#
#
#
#
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# in the AVG FILE.
# MEMORY MAP: logs memory map to file 'memory. log'
# LOGGING: will create a 'LOG_#' file where # signifies the processor
# number that created the file if running code in parallel.
# Otherwise, # will be O. Contents of the LOG file may be
# described below.
WRITE COEFF FILE(YES/NO)=no
WRITE_AVG_FILE(YES/NO)=yes
WRITE_STD_DEV_FILE(YES/NO)=no
WRITE_MEMORY_MAP(YES/NO)=yes
LOGGING(YES/NO)=YES

# IV. Log File Preferences
# INDICATE CONTENT OF LOG_# FILE (IF LOGGING == ON) .
# LANDCLASS SUMMARY: (if landuse is being modeled) summary of input
# from 'landuse.classes' file
# SLOPE_WEIGHTS (YES/NO) : annual slope weight values as effected
# by slope_coeff
# READS (YES/NO)= notes if a file is read in
# WRITES (YES/NO)= notes if a file is written
# COLORTABLES(YES/NO)= rgb lookup tables for all colortables
# generated
# PROCESSING_STATUS (O:off/l:1ow verbosity/2:high verbosity)=
# TRANSITION_MATRIX (YES/NO)= pixel count and annual probability of
# land class transitions
# URBANIZATION_ATTEMPTS (YES/NO)= number of times an attempt to
# urbanize a pixel occurred
# INITIAL COEFFICIENTS (YES/NO)= initial coefficient values for
# each monte carlo
# BASE_STATISTICS (YES/NO)= measurements of urban control year data
# DEBUG(YES/NO)= data dump of igrid object and grid pointers
# TIMINGS(O:off/l:low verbosity/2:high verbosity)= time spent within
# each module. If running in parallel, LOG 0 will contain timing
# for complete job.
LOG_LANDCLASS_SUMMARY(YES/NO)=no
LOG_SLOPE_WEIGHTS(YES/NO)=no
LOG_READS (YES/NO)=no
LOG_WRITES (YES/NO)=no
LOG_COLORTABLES(YES/NO)=no
LOG_PROCESSING_STATUS(O:off/l:1ow verbosity/2:high verbosity)=l
LOG_TRANSITION_MATRIX(YES/NO)=no
LOG URBANIZATION ATTEMPTS (YES/NO)=no

- -
LOG_INITIAL_COEFFICIENTS(YES/NO)=no
LOG_BASE_STATISTICS(YES/NO)=yes
LOG_DEBUG(YES/NO)= no
LOG_TIMINGS (O:off/l:1ow verbosity/2:high verbosity)=l

# V. WORKING GRIDS
# The number of working grids needed from memory during model execution
# is designated up front. This number may change depending upon modes.
#If NUM_WORKING_GRIDS needs to be increased, the execution will be
#exited and an error message will be written to the screen and to
# 'ERROR_LOG' in the OUTPUT_DIRECTORY. If the number may be decreased an
#optimal number will be written to the end of the LOG 0 file.
NUM WORKING GRIDS=2
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# VI. RANDOM NUMBER SEED
# This number initializes the random number generator. This seed will
# be used to initialize each model run.
RANDOM SEED=l

VII. MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS
Each model run may be completed in a monte carlo fashion.

For CALIBRATION or TEST mode measurements of simulated data will be
taken for years of known data, and averaged over the number of monte
carlo iterations. These averages are written to the AVG_FILE, and
the associated standard diviation is written to the STD DEV FILE.
The averaged values are compared to the known data, and a Pearson
correlation coefficient measure is calculated and written to the
control_stats.log file. The input per run may be associated across
files using the 'index' number in the files' first column.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS=10

B. MODES AND COEFFICIENT SETTINGS
TEST: TEST mode will perform a single run through the historical

data using the CALIBRATION_*_START values to initialize
growth, complete the MONTE_CARLO_ITERATIONS, and then
conclude execution. GIF images of the simulated urban
growth will be written to the OUTPUT DIRECTORY.

CALIBRATE: CALIBRATE will perform monte carlo runs through the
historical data using every combination of the
coefficient values indicated. The CALIBRATION * START
coefficient values will initialize the first run. A
coefficient will then be increased by its * STEP

# VIII. COEFFICIENTS
# The coefficients effect how the growth rules are applied to the data.
# Setting requirements:
# * START values >= * STOP values
# * STEP values > 0
# if no coefficient increment is desired:
# * START == * STOP
# * STEP == 1
# For additional information about how these values affect simulated
# land cover change see our publications and PROJECT GIGALOPOLIS
# site: (www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/project/gig/About/abGrowth.htm).
# A. COEFFICIENTS AND GROWTH TYPES
# DIFFUSION: affects SPONTANEOUS GROWTH and search distance along
# the road network as part of ROAD INFLUENCED GROWTH.
# BREED: NEW SPREADING CENTER probability and affects number of
# ROAD INFLUENCED GROWTH attempts.
# SPREAD: the probabilty of ORGANIC GROWTH from established urban
# pixels occuring.
# SLOPE RESISTANCE: affects the influence of slope to urbanization.
# As value increases, the ability to urbanize
# ever steepening slopes decreases.
# ROAD GRAVITY: affects the outward distance from a selected pixel
# for which a road pixel will be searched for as part
# of ROAD INFLUENCED GROWTH.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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# value, and another run performed. This will be
# repeated for all possible permutations of given ranges
# and increments.
# PREDICTION: PREDICTION will perform a single run, in monte carlo
# fashion, using the PREDICTION * BEST FIT values
# for initialization.

CALIBRATION DIFFUSION START= 15
CALIBRATION DIFFUSION STEP= 1

- -
CALIBRATION DIFFUSION STOP= 20

CALIBRATION BREED START= 3
- -

CALIBRATION BREED STEP= 1- -
CALIBRATION BREED STOP= 7

CALIBRATION SPREAD START= 8- -
CALIBRATION SPREAD STEP= 1

- -
CALIBRATION SPREAD STOP= 12

CALIBRATION SLOPE START= 1
- -

CALIBRATION SLOPE STEP= 1
- -

CALIBRATION SLOPE STOP= 5

CALIBRATION ROAD START= 0
- -

CALIBRATION ROAD STEP= 5
- -

CALIBRATION ROAD STOP= 20

PREDICTION DIFFUSION BEST FIT= 20
- -

PREDICTION BREED BEST FIT= 20- - -
PREDICTION SPREAD BEST FIT= 20

- - -
PREDICTION SLOPE BEST FIT= 20

- - -
PREDICTION ROAD BEST FIT= 20

# IX. PREDICTION DATE RANGE
# The urban and road images used to initialize growth during
# prediction are those with dates equal to, or greater than,
# the PREDICTION_START_DATE. If the PREDICTION START_DATE is greater
# than any of the urban dates, the last urban file on the list will be
# used. Similarly, if the PREDICTION_START_DATE is greater
# than any of the road dates, the last road file on the list will be
# used. The prediction run will terminate at PREDICTION STOP DATE.
#
PREDICTION START DATE=1990- -
PREDICTION STOP DATE=2010

# X. INPUT IMAGES
# The model expects grayscale, GIF image files with file name
# format as described below. For more information see our
# PROJECT GIGALOPOLIS web site:
# (www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/project/gig/About/dtlnput.htm).
#
# IF LAND COVER IS NOT BEING MODELED: Remove or comment out
# the LANDUSE DATA data input flags below.
#
# < > = user selected fields
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# [< >] = optional fields
#
# Urban data GIFs
# format: <location>.urban.<date>. [<user info>] .gif
#
#
URBAN DATA= manoalOOm.urban.1943.gif
URBAN DATA= manoalOOm.urban.1959.gif
URBAN DATA= manoalOOm.urban.1970.gif
URBAN DATA= manoalOOm.urban.1983.gif

#
# Road data GIFs
# format: <location>.roads.<date>. [<user info>] .gif
#
ROAD DATA= manoalOOm.roads.1943.gif
ROAD DATA= manoalOOm.roads.1959.gif
ROAD DATA= manoalOOm.roads.1970.gif
ROAD DATA= manoalOOm.roads.1983.gif

#
# Landuse data GIFs
# format: <location>.landuse.<date>. [<user info>] .gif
#
#LANDUSE DATA= demo50.landuse.1930.gif
#LANDUSE DATA= demo50.landuse.1990.gif
#
# Excluded data GIF
# format: <location>. excluded. [<user info>] .gif
#
EXCLUDED_DATA= manoalOOm.excluded.gif
#
# Slope data GIF
# format: <location>.slope. [<user info>] .gif
#
SLOPE DATA= manoalOOm.slope.gif
#
# Background data GIF
# format: <location>.hillshade. [<user info>] .gif
#
BACKGROUND DATA= manoalOOm.hillshade.gif

# XI. OUTPUT IMAGES
# WRITE COLOR KEY IMAGES: Creates image maps of each colortable.
# File name format: 'key_[type]_COLORMAP'
# where [type] represents the colortable.
# ECHO IMAGE FILES: Creates GIF of each input file used in that job.
# File names format: 'echo_of_[input filename]'
# where [input_filename] represents the input name.
# ANIMATION: if whirlgif has been compiled, and the WHIRLGIF_BINARY
# path has been defined, animated gifs begining with the
# file name 'animated' will be created in PREDICT mode.
WRITE COLOR KEY_IMAGES (YES/NO)=no
ECHO_lMAGE_FILES(YES/NO)=no
ANlMATION(YES/NO)= no
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# XII. COLORTABLE SETTINGS
# A. DATE COLOR SETTING
# The date will automatically be placed in the lower left corner
# of output images. DATE_COLOR may be designated in with red, green,
# and blue values (format: <red_value, green_value, blue_value> )
# or with hexadecimal begining with 'OX' (format: <OX######> ).
#default DATE COLOR= OXFFFFFF white
DATE COLOR= OXFFFFFF #white

# B. URBAN (NON-LANDUSE) COLORTABLE SETTINGS
# 1. URBAN MODE OUTPUTS
# TEST mode: Annual images of simulated urban growth will be
# created using SEED COLOR to indicate urbanized
# areas.

# CALIBRATE mode: Images will not be created.
# PREDICT mode: Annual probability images of simulated urban
# growth will be created using the PROBABILITY
# COLORTABLE. The initializing urban data will
# be indicated by SEED COLOR.
#
# 2. COLORTABLE SETTINGS
# SEED COLOR: initializing and extrapolated historic urban
# extent

# WATER COLOR: BACKGROUND DATA is used as a backdrop for
# simulated urban growth. If pixels in this file
# contain the value zero (0), they will be filled
# with the color value in WATER COLOR. In this
# way, major water bodies in a study area may be
# included in output images.
#SEED COLOR= OXFFFFOO #yellow
SEED_COLOR= 249, 209, 110 #pale yellow
#WATER COLOR= OXOOOOFF # blue
WATER COLOR= 20, 52, 214 # royal blue

hex, (Optional Name)
, #transparent

OX005AOO, #0, 90,0 dark green
OX008200, #0,130,0

upper,
50,
60,
70,

low,
0,
50,
60,

If 'hex' is not present then the range is transparent.
The transparent range must be the first on the list.
The max number of entries is 100.

PROBABILITY COLOR: a color value in hexadecimal that
indicates a probability range.

low/upper: indicate the boundaries of the range.

3. PROBABILITY COLORTABLE FOR URBAN GROWTH
For PREDICTION, annual probability images of urban growth
will be created using the monte carlo iterations. In these
images, the higher the value the more likely urbanizaion is.
In order to interpret these 'continuous' values more easily
they may be color classified by range.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
PROBABILITY COLOR=
PROBABILITY COLOR=
PROBABILITY COLOR=
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PROBABILITY COLOR=
PROBABILITY COLOR=
PROBABILITY COLOR=
PROBABILITY COLOR=

70, 80, OXOOAAOO, #0,170,0
80, 90, OXOOD200, #0,210,0
90, 95, OXOOFFOO, #0,255,0 light green
95, 100, OX8BOOOO, #dark red

C. LAND COVER COLORTABLE
Land cover input images should be in grayscale GIF image format.
The 'pix' value indicates a land class grayscale pixel value in
the image. If desired, the model will create color classified
land cover output. The output colortable is designated by the
'hex/rgb' values.

pix: input land class pixel value
name: text string indicating land class
flag: special case land classes

URB - urban class (area is included in urban input data
and will not be transitioned by deltatron)

UNC - unclass (NODATA areas in image)
EXC - excluded (land class will be ignored by deltatron)

hex/rgb: hexidecimal or rgb (red, green, blue) output colors

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=
LANDUSE CLASS=

pix,
0,
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,

name, flag,
Unclass , UNC
Urban , URB
Agric
Range
Forest
Water , EXC
Wetland ,
Barren

hex/rgb,
, OXOOOOOO
, OX8b2323
, OXffec8b
, OXee9a49
, OX006400
, OX104e8b
, OX483d8b
, OXeec591

# comment

#dark red
#pale yellow
#tan

D. GROWTH TYPE IMAGE OUTPUT CONTROL AND COLORTABLE

VIEW_GROWTH_TYPES(YES/NO) provides an on/off
toggle to control whether the images are generated.

From here you can control the output of the Z grid
(urban growth) just after it is returned from the spr_spread()
function. In this way it is possible to see the different types
of growth that have occured for a particular growth cycle.

GROWTH TYPE_PRINT_WINDOW provides a print window
to control the amount of images created.
format: <start_run>, <end_run>, <start_monte_carlo>,

<end_monte_carlo>, <start_year>, <end_year>
for example:
GROWTH_TYPE_PRINT_WINDOW=run1,run2,mc1,mc2,year1,year2
so images are only created when
run1<= current run <=run2 AND
mc1 <= current monte carlo <= mc2 AND
year1 <= currrent year <= year2

area

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
# 0 == first
VIEW_GROWTH_TYPES(YES/NO)=NO
GROWTH_TYPE_PRINT_WINDOW=O,O,O,O,1995,2020
PHASEOG GROWTH COLOR= OxffOOOO # seed urban
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PHASE1G GROWTH COLOR=- -
PHASE2G GROWTH COLOR=- -
PHASE3G GROWTH COLOR=- -
PHASE4G GROWTH COLOR=- -
PHASE5G GROWTH COLOR=

OXOOffOO # diffusion growth
OXOOOOff # NOT USED
OXffffOO # breed growth
OXffffff # spread growth
OXOOffff # road influenced growth

#************************************************************

VIEW DELTATRON_AGING(YES/NO) provides an on/off
toggle to control whether the images are generated.

From here you can control the output of the deltatron grid
just before they are aged

DELTATRON PRINT_WINDOW provides a print window
to control the amount of images created.
format: <start_run>, <end_run>, <start_monte_carlo>,

<end_monte_carlo>,<start year>,<end_year>
for example:
DELTATRON_PRINT_WINDOW=runl,run2,mcl,mc2,yearl,year2
so images are only created when
runl<= current run <=run2 AND
mcl <= current monte carlo <= mc2 AND
yearl <= currrent year <= year2

#
# E. DELTATRON AGING SECTION
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
# 0 == first
VIEW_DELTATRON_AGING (YES/NO) =NO
DELTATRON_PRINT_WINDOW=O,O,O,O,1930,2020
DELTATRON COLOR= OxOOOOOO # index 0 No or
DELTATRON_COLOR= OXOOFFOO # index 1 age
DELTATRON_COLOR= OXOOD200 # index 2 age
DELTATRON_COLOR= OXOOAAOO # index 3 age
DELTATRON_COLOR= OX008200 # index 4 age
DELTATRON COLOR= OX005AOO # index 5 age

dead deltatron
1 year
2 year
3 year
4 year
5 year

# XIII. SELF-MODIFICATION PARAMETERS
# SLEUTH is a self-modifying cellular automata. For more
# information see our PROJECT GIGALOPOLIS web site
# (www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/project/gig/About/abGrowth.htm)
# and publications (and/or grep 'self modification' in code).
ROAD GRAV SENSITIVITY=O.Ol
SLOPE SENSITIVITY=O.l
CRITICAL LOW=O.97
CRITICAL HIGH=1.3
#CRITICAL LOW=O.O
#CRITICAL HIGH=lOOOOOOOOOOOOO.O
CRITICAL SLOPE=25.0
BOOM=l.Ol
BUST=O.9
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Appendix B

Figures 12-16 are examples of the 200m resolution raster urban extent input

layers of Oahu used by SLEUTH. The Wahiawa and Manoa datasets were created by

cropping those geographic areas from the Oahu dataset. Urban extents are represented by

white. Image scale is approximately 1:570,000.

Figure 12. Urban extent input layer for Oahu, 1943.

Figure 13. Urban extent input layer for Oahu, 1959.
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Figure 14. Urban extent input layer for Oahu, 1970.

Figure 15. Urban extent input layer for Oahu, 1983.
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Figure 16. Urban extent input layer for Oahu, 1999.

Figure 17 an example of the 200m resolution excluded area input layer of Oahu

used by SLEUTH. The Wahiawa and Manoa datasets were created by cropping those

geographic areas from the Oahu dataset. Excluded areas are represented by white. Image

scale is approximately 1:570,000.

Figure 17. Excluded area input layer for Oahu.

Figures 18-22 are examples ofthe 200m resolution road network input layers of

Oahu used by SLEUTH. The Wahiawa and Manoa datasets were created by cropping
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those geographic areas from the Oahu dataset. Road areas are represented by white.

Image scale is approximately 1:570,000.

Figure 18. Road network input layer for Oahu, 1943.

Figure 19. Road network input layer for Oahu, 1959.
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Figure 20. Road network input layer for Oahu, 1970.

Figure 21. Road network input layer for Oahu, 1983.
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Figure 22. Road network input layer for Oahu, 1999.

Figure 23 is an example of the 200m resolution slope input layer of Oahu used by

SLEUTH. The Wahiawa and Manoa datasets were created by cropping those geographic

areas from the Oahu dataset. Slope is represented as a percentage, with 0% shown as

RGB 0,0,0 and 100% as RGB 100,100,100. Image scale is approximately 1:570,000.

Figure 23. Slope percentages input layer for Oahu.
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Figure 24 is an example of the 200m resolution hillshade input layer of Oahu used

by SLEUTH. The Wahiawa and Manoa datasets were created by cropping those

geographic areas from the Oahu dataset. Image scale is approximately 1:570,000.

Figure 24. Hillshade input layer for Oahu.
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Appendix C: Problems Encountered Installing and Running SLEUTH

Linux Setup

SLEUTH was initially compiled on a 200 Mhz, 256 RAM computer running the

Suse Linux 7.2 operating system and the recommended gcc compiler. There were a

couple of issues associated with this setup. These include: 1) declaring the value for the

variable WORD_BIT in the ugm_defines.h header file; 2) setting the environmental

variables of the shell; 3) troubleshooting a memory allocation error; and 4) corrupted GIF

output images. The memory allocation error was fixed by setting the memory map

switch to yes in the controlstats.log file. The GIF problem was not fixed, although it is

suspected that the GD library may have been causing the problem.

UHUNIX Server Setup

Installing and running the model on the university's Unix server (UHUNIX)

offered another set of problems. These include: 1) output GIFs with concatenated file

names; and 2) initial limited storage space on the server. The concatenated file name

issues was created by editing the controlstats.log file with a DOS character set. This was

fixed using the DOS2UNIX command to covert the file to a UNIX character set. In

addition, without the proper amount of file space, the model would experience a memory

allocation error as well as problems with read/write permissions to the files it generated

during execution. Two hundred megabytes of additional disk space were requested from

the system administrator. Once this extra disk space was granted the model executed as

expected during test run trials.
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Data Resolution

During model calibration, SLEUTH requires three different resolution data sets.

All the different resolutions of a data set were created from the same source file,

SLEUTH_composite.psd. When this source file was initially resampled to decrease the

resolution of the Oahu input file using the bicubic interpolation method in Photoshop, it

seemed to create some anti-aliasing along the edges of the coverage areas, slightly

increasing the original extents by a couple hundred meters. The nearest neighbor

sampling method was used instead. This ameliorated the anti-aliasing problem and also

had the effect of slightly changing the pixel values for the lower resolution datasets.

The slope was classified in ArcGIS as 0-100% and spread over RGB 0-100

values. However, the image histogram tool in Photoshop showed that 6% of the image's

pixels were pushed passed 100 RGB. Seeking to find the implications of these input

values, I posted a message to the SLEUTH discussion board. Jeanette Candau, moderator

of the board and a SLEUTH-team author, reported that these values will be read by the

model as 100. Because the model uses a threshold factor to determine if a pixel's slope

allows for urbanization, slopes nearing 100% would not have been deemed suitable for

urbanization anyhow. The slope threshold used for this project was 25%. Because the

number of pixels in question was only 6% of the total image pixels and they were far

beyond the slope threshold of the model, I do not believe this issue impacted the

performance of the model.
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Model Execution Failures During Calibration

Both the number of steps a coefficient advances during each simulation and the

number of Monte Carlo iterations required to run a calibration directly effect the time it

took the calibration to complete. Calibrating with the Oahu 100m data could take 5 to 7

days. During calibration phases that required higher resolution input layers and 8 to 10

Monte Carlo iterations, SLEUTH sometimes ceased execution without fully completing

the calibration. This proved to be quite frustrating when one was days into the calibration

process. It is not completely clear what causes this problem, although I suspect it relates

to the model's processes getting bumped off the server. Because this never happened

during shorter calibrations (under 10 hours) it does not seem to be an inherent glitch in

the code. It also does not appear to be related to memory or the number of memory grids

the model requires for a specific execution.

A post to the SLEUTH web discussion board elicited responses from other users

who had encountered similar situations, offering their work-around solutions. SLEUTH

is programmed with a restart function, although no mention is made of this function in

the otherwise thorough model documentation. However, the suggested work-arounds are

tedious and require the user to manually composite a number of large statistical files and

perhaps tinker with the code. Not being an experienced C programmer, I opted to restart

those phases of calibration from the beginning, hoping that it would not fail again.
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Appendix D

Table 25. Oahu calibration statistics, sorted on the Product metric.

Initial Coefficent Ranges and Steps Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 Range

25 25 25 25 25 Step

Results: Oahu 400m Coarse Calibration
14 Monte Carlo Iterations

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
3112 0.20636 100 100 100 50 50
2325 0.13851 75 75 7S 1 1
2456 0.13122 75 100 75 25 25

Fine Coefficient Ranges and Steps 75-100 75-100 75-100 0-50 0-50 Range
5 5 5 5 10 Step

Results: Oahu 200m Fine Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
249 0.05062 75 80 75 50 30

6618 0.04917 100 75 90 50 1
1756 0.04911 80 85 75 40 40

Final Coefficient Ranges and Steps 75-85 75-85 75-90 40-50 30-40 Range
2 2 3 2 2 Step

Results: Oahu 100m Final Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
3677 0.0052 79 85 75 40 40
6521 0.00516 85 75 78 40 40
6990 0.00508 85 79 81 42 30

Oahu 100m Forecasting Values 79 75 85 40 40

Forcasting Results: Run Year Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0 1959 91.72 98.68 87.07 I 46.16
0 1970 100 100 95.23 I 55.2
0 1983 45.79 45.79 43.6 82.5 50.96

Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
Oahu Predict Coefficient Values: 46 46 44 83 51
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Table 26. Wahiawa calibration statistics, sorted on the Product metric.

Initial Coefficent Ranges and Steps Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 Range

25 25 25 25 25 Step

Results: Wahiawa 400m Coarse Calibration
14 Monte Carlo Iterations

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope 1R0ad Gravity
259 0.04938 1 50 1 25 100
380 0.03957 1 75 1 25 1
381 0.03957 1 75 1 25 25

Fine Coefficient Ran.e;es and Steps 1-25 50-75 1-25 25-75 20-80 Range
5 5 10 15 10 Step

Results: Wahiawa 200m Fine Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
763 0.01326 1 75 1 45 65
610 0.01322 1 70 1 45 20
611 0.01322 1 70 1 45 35

Final Coefficient Ranges and Steps 5-15 70-75 5-15 25-45 35-65 'Range

2 I 2 5 5 Step
Results: Wahiawa 100m Final Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
6013 0.0001 13 74 11 45 3S
2080 0.00009 7 73 15 35 40
4341 0.00009 11 72 13 25 40

Wahiawa 100m Forecasting Values 13 74 11 45 3S

Forcastin.e; Results: Run Year Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0 1959 15.09 85.91 12.77 12.03 38.3
0 1970 16.84 95.85 14.25 I 42.35
0 1983 19.16 100 16.22 1 49.3

Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
Wahiawa Predict Coefficient Values: 20 100 17 1 50
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Table 27. Manoa calibration statistics, sorted on the Product metric.

Initial Coefficent Ranges and Steps Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 Range

20 20 20 20 20 Step

Results: Manoa 400m Coarse Calibration
4 Monte Carlo Iterations

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 20
2 0 1 I 1 1 40

Fine Coefficient Ranges and Steps 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-40 Range
5 5 5 5 10 Step

Results: Manoa 200m Fine Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
2675 0.02008 20 5 10 1 1
2676 0.02008 20 5 10 1 10
2677 0.02008 20 5 10 1 20

Final Coefficient Ranges and Steps 15-20 3-7 8-12 1-5 0-20 Range
I 1 1 1 5 Step

Results: Manoa 100m Final Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
3230 0.00737 20 3 12 2 1
3231 0.00737 20 ... 12 2 5.J

3232 0.00737 20 3 12 2 10

Manoa 100m Forecasting Values 20 3 12 2 1

Forcasting Results: Run Year Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0 1959 11.18 1.68 6.71 39.91 1.61
0 1970 3.58 0.54 2.15 98.35 0.66
0 1983 0.91 0.14 0.55 100 0.58

Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
Manoa Predict Coefficient Values: 1 1 1 100 1
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Table 28. Oahu 2025 calibration statistics, sorted on the Product metric.

Initial Coefficent Ranges and Steps Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 0-100 Range

20 20 20 20 20 Step

Results: Oahu 2025 800m Coarse Calibration
4 Monte Carlo Iterations

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
660 0.1598 1 60 1 40 1
661 0.1598 ] 60 ] 40 20
662 0.1598 1 60 1 40 40

Fine Coefficient Ranges and Steps 1-20 50-70 1-20 30-50 1-40 Range
5 5 5 5 10 Step

Results: Oahu 2025 400m Fine Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
1193 0.24622 5 70 10 45 30
418 0.24589 1 65 5 45 30

33 0.24254 1 50 5 35 30

Final Coefficient Ranges and Steps 3-7 65-70 5-10 41-49 26-34 Range
1 1 1 2 2 Step

Results: Oahu 2025 200m Final Calibration

Run Product Dispersion Breed Spread Slope lRoad Gravity
81 0.30054 3 65 8 43 28

230 0.29960 3 66 8 43 26
384 0.28908 3 67 8 43 34

Oahu 2025 200m Forecasting Values 3 65 8 43 28

Forcasting Results: Run Year Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
0 1970 3.31 71.79 8.84 0.46 32.25
0 1983 3.77 81.7 10.06 I 39.36
0 1999 4.4 95.23 11.72 I 49.73

Dispersion Breed Spread Slope Road Gravity
Oahu 2025 Predict Coefficient Values: 5 96 12 1 50
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